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Let A’ be the Grassmannian of Lagrangian subspaces of R*” and n: 0 --t A’ the 
bundle of negative half-forms. We construct a canonical imbedding 
~(R”L + Cm(@) which intertwines the metaplectic representation of M,(n) on 
S(R”) with the induced representation of M,(n) on C”(O). This imbedding converts 
the algebra of Weyl operators into an algebra of pseudodifferential operators and 
enables us to prove theorems about the spectral properties of Weyl operators by 
reducing them to standard facts about pseudodifferential operators. For instance we 
are able to prove a Weyl theorem on the asymptotic growth of eigenvalues with an 
“optimal” error estimate for such operators and an analogue of the Helton 
clustering theorem and the Chazarain-Duistermaat-Guillemin trace formula. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a compact manifold and P: Cm(X) -+ P(X) a positive self- 
adjoint elliptic pseudodifferential operator of order m > 0. The symbol of P, 
a(P), is a smooth everywhere positive function on T*X - 0. Let p = CJ(P)~~ 
and let H, be the Hamiltonian vector field associated with p. Since X is 
compact, this vector field generates a global flow, exp tH,, on 7+X - 0. If 
one thinks of exp tHp as representing a classical dynamical system and the 
operator P as representing its quantum mechanical counterpart, one is not 
surprised to find a “correspondence principle” governing the behavior of the 
large eigenvalues of P. We will describe three results which can, in some 
sense, be regarded as manifestations of such a principle: 
I. THE WEYL THEOREM. Let N(A) be the number of eigenvalues of P 
which are less than A and let V(A) be the symplectic volume of the set 
a(P) = pm < A. Then 
N(A) - (1/27rr)” V(n) for 1 $0. (1.1) 
(Zn the generality stated here this theorem is due to Hormander. See (111.) 
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II. THE TRACE THEOREM. By definition the period spectrum of 
exp tH, is the set of periods of its periodic trajectories, i.e., T is in the period 
spectrum o 3z E rCX - 0 such that (exp TH,)(z) = z. The trace theorem 
asserts that 
trace exp J-ltP’lm *gf 1 e&TA’ ( 1.2) 
Am E specs 
is well-dejked as a distribution on the real line, (the sum on the right 
converges in W(R)) and that its singular support is contained in the period 
spectrum of exp tH,,. (See [5, 7, lo].) 
III. THE CLUSTERING THEOREM. Let 
o<n,<n,< .*a (1.3) 
be the points in the spectrum of PI/“’ and let Z be the cluster set of {Ai - Aj]. 
The clustering theorem asserts that C # R if and only ifall the trajectories of 
exp tH, are periodic. This theorem is due to Helton [ 15 1. For refinements of 
it, see [8,38,42]. 
The purpose of this paper is to discuss analogues of the theorems above 
for a class of operators which are of considerable interest in quantum 
mechanics. These operators are obtained from Hamiltonian systems on 
classical phase space by the process of “Weyl quantization.” Explicitly let 
p(x, ?J be a smooth function on R’“. For simplicity we will assume that, for 
]x12 + ](I2 > 1, p is homogeneous of degree m in (x, l), i.e., 
Pv-% Jw = lrnP(& r> (1.4) 
for 1> 1 and 1x1’ + ]r]’ > 1. (This assumption will be weakened later on.) 
Let S(R) be the space of Schwartz functions on R”. Associated with p is an 
operator, P: S(R”) + S(R”), defined by 
(Pu)(x) = (1/27r)” j e GC”-‘*“p((x + z/2), <) u(z) dz d<. (1.5) 
If p is real valued, P is formally self-adjoint. Moreover, if m is greater than 
zero and p is positive for ]x12 + ](I2 > 1, the spectrum of P is discrete and 
intersects each of the intervals (-co, A) in only finitely many points. 
Therefore, Theorems I, II, and III make sense for P. Are they true? It has 
been known for a long time that the Weyl theorem is true for P. Indeed it is 
true with much less restrictive assumptions on P than (1.4). For instance, for 
symbols of the form 
PC% 8 = G2/2) + q(x). 
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Titchmarsh proves that the Weyl theorem is true providing q(x)+ + co when 
x+ co. (See [34, p. 1741.) Tulovskii and Shubin have recently established 
the validity of the Weyl theorem for a very large class of symbols in [32]. 
For symbols of the type (1.4) it is easy to obtain the Weyl theorem from 
the results on pseudodifferential operators mentioned earlier. The idea is to 
“compactify” R” by means of the Stone-Von Neumann representation. This 
idea turns out to be very close, in spirit, to the underlying idea of this article; 
so we will sketch some of the details: Let &+ i be the 2n + l-dimensional 
Heisenberg group. The underlying manifold of this group is 
R2” x S’ 
and the group law is 
(a, &x) . (b, p) = (a + b, #(a t5) + *nda.b)l), (1.6) 
where w is the standard symplectic form on R*“. &,+i has an irreducible 
representation, unique up to unitary equivalence, with the property that on 
the subgroup, S’, of en+ i the representation restricts to 
cm0 -+ Erie Identity. (1.7) 
In the usual construction of this representation, the underlying Hilbert space 
is L*(R”); however, an alternative construction is the following: Let Z*” be 
the integer lattice in R*“. If a, b E Z*“, ~(a, b) E Z; so the set 
r=z*” x (1) 
is a subgroup of &,,+ i . It is discrete and co-compact; so en+ ,/r is a 
compact manifold on which &, + , acts on the left. This action induces, in 
turn, an action of x2n + , on I,*(&,+ i/r). Let H be the Hilbert subspace of 
L2(& + ,/iJ consisting of those functions which satisfy 
f(eJ=m) = e J--r,f (m) (1.8) 
for e\/-i”ES’ and mE2 2n+,/ZY Since S’ is the center of en+i, this 
subspace is invariant; and one can show that it is irreducible. (See [36].) 
Comparing (1.7) and (1.8), we conclude that the representation of en+, on 
this subspace is the unique irreducible representation of &, + i with property 
(1.7). 
Let X = S’w2,+ i/I’. As a manifold X is the 2n-torus, T2”, and &;,, + ,/r 
is a circle bundle over X. If 0 is the attached line bundle we can identity H 
with the space of L* sections of 0; i.e., in a canonical way, 
H = L*(O). 
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Let Q, be the universal enveloping algebra of sn+, . Given a unitary 
representation of 2& + i on a Hilbert space, H, we will denote by H” the 
space of C”O vectors for the representation. For instance, for the 
Stone-Von Neumann representation on L’(R”), H” = S(R”) and, for the 
alternative form of the Stone-Von Neumann representation described above, 
H”O = Cm(@). The representation of&n+ 1 on H induces a representation of 
Q,, on H”O. Moreover, if the representation of &,+, has the property (1.7) 
then in the induced representation on H*, the generator, Z, of S’ gets 
represented as fl1. Therefore, one gets a representation of the quotient 
algebra 
QpI, = .n,/(Z - fl) 0, 
on Hm. In particular, let us consider the two examples above. Let P be an 
element of a,. If one takes as a model of the Stone-Von Neumann represen- 
tation, the usual model with H =L*(R”), then P gets transformed into an 
operator, P, , on S(R”). If one takes the model with H = L*(O), P gets 
transformed into an operator, P,, on P(0). Both P, and P, are differential 
operators, and they turn out to be related to each other, in a very simple 
way, on the symbolic level. To begin with, P, is a differential operator with 
polynomial coefficients; so it has the form 
Let 
P(X, r) = 2 anSxat’. 
laltl4l=m 
The symbol of P, is a function on T*X. Since X = T2”, T*X = X x R2”, so 
there is a canonical map IZ: T*X+ R’“. The symbol of P, turns out to be just 
7?p. 
Now let us apply the Weyl theorem of Hormander to P,. Since P, and P, 
are unitarily equivalent, we get a corresponding Weyl theorem for P,. 
Moreover, because of the formula for o(P2) described above, the symplectic 
volume of the set, a(P,) < L, is the same as that of the set, o(P1) < A; so in 
fact we get the Weyl theorem for P, in its usual form. This, of course, only 
proves the Weyl theorem for polynomial differential operators; however, if 
we replace 52, by its pseudodifferential completion, the argument we have 
just sketched extends to symbols of type (1.4). 
What about the other theorems described above, i.e., the trace theorem 
and the clustering theorem? For these theorems, the compactification trick 
we have just outlined gives rather discouraging results. For instance if P is 
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the mth order pseudodifferential operator associated with the symbol (1.4), 
then the singularities of the generating function 
\’ e&TA’ (1.9) am l %txp 
are contained in the period spectrum of the flow, exp tHg, on T*X - 0. Here 
q = q(q) with q = (x, <) and q(x, <) = p(x, <)“m. If (y, ,..., yz,) is the set of 
linear coordinates on T2” = R2”/Z2” dual to the coordinates q1 ,..., vZn, the 
flow, exp tH,, is the linear flow 
(J4 ‘I) + (Y + wq/~r>(r)~ r>* (1.10) 
This flow is completely unrelated to the classical flow on R2” - {0) 
associated with the Hamiltonian 
(1.11) 
In particular, there is no relation between the period spectrum of (1.11) and 
the period spectrum of (1.10). Notice also that (1.10) always has non- 
periodic trajectories; so the clustering theorem has no non-trivial 
applications. 
The negative implications of these results will be puzzling to those of 
our readers who are familiar with the beautiful work of Balian-Bloch, Voros 
and others on quasimodes; for their results seem to suggest hat analogues of 
the trace theorem and clustering theorem are true. The purpose of this paper 
is to show that they are not quite true as stated above, but that they become 
true if one makes a minor adjustment in the usual convention of assigning an 
“order” to the operator (1.5). Explicitly let p in (1.4) be an euen function, 
i.e., 14-x, -0 = P(X, <I, and let d = m/2. We will show in this article that if 
one considers in place of (1.9) the generating function 
its singularities do lie on the period spectrum of the flow (1.11). Also the 
clustering formula is true, with the Ai)s in (1.3) replaced by their squares, and 
is non-vacuous. (The harmonic oscillator provides a non-trivial examples of 
clustering.) In addition the various refinements and extensions of the trace 
theorem and clustering theorem alluded to above are true, (for example, the 
trace formula of Duistermaat-Guillemin for generic flows [lo], and the 
Weinstein-Widom theorem on the asymptotic behavior of clusters [38].) As 
above these results will be proved by a compactification trick involving an 
explicit unitary representation of an explicit Lie group. This time, however, 
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the representation involved will not be the Stone-Von Neumann represen- 
tation but instead the metaplectic representation of Mp(n). 
We will briefly review some facts about the metaplectic representation 
referring the reader to [31] or [37] for details. Let Sp(n) be the group of 
symplectic linear mappings of R*” and Mp(n) its double cover. Sp(n) can be 
thought of as the centralizer in Aut(&,+ r) of the subgroup, S’, of q,,+ I ; so 
there is a homomorphism 
t: Mp(n) -+ Aut(&, + J. 
Let H = L’(R”). The metaplectic representation is a representation of Mp(n) 
on H having the property that 
(r(a) b) u = a@-‘) u (1.13) 
for all uEH, bE~2$,,+~ and a E Mp(n). Indeed, (1.13) determines the 
representation of Mp(n) on H up to unitary equivalence. For the existence of 
a representation with the property (1.13), see [31]. 
As above we will make the identification 
3 *,,+, rR*” x S’. 
Let o be the canonical symplectic two-form on R2n, and let /i be a 
Lagrangian subspace of R*“. By (1.6), n X ( 1 } is an abelian subgroup of 
SF 2n+l. Let H” be the space of C”” vectors in H and H-” its topological 
dual. (If we identify H with L’(R”), H” = S(R”) and H-“O = S*(R”) = the 
space of tempered istributions.) Let 0: be the set of all vectors in H-” left 
fixed by n x { 1 }. It turns out that O,* is a one-dimensional subspace of Hem 
and can be canonically identified with the space of f-forms on /1. (See [25]). 
Let X be the manifold of all Lagrangian subspaces of R*“, and let 0 be the 
line bundle over X whose fiber at n is the dual space to 02, i.e., the space of 
negative half-forms on /i. Given an element, f, of S(R”), we can define a 
section p of 0 as follows. A point of X is a Lagrangian subspace, li, of R*“. 
The space, 02, is a subspace of Hem, and f is in Hm ; so because of the 
canonical pairing of H” and Hem, f determines an element in the dual 
space to O,*, in other words an element of 0,. This is, by definition, the 
value of J” at /1. In Section 3 we will show that 0 is a smooth line bundle 
over X and that f” is a smooth section of 0. Thus we get a transformation 
M: S(R”) + C?‘(O). (1.14) 
Unfortunately, M is not injective; its kernel is SO,,@“). Also its range it not 
all of Cm(@); in fact its range is quite tricky to describe. (We will see why in 
Section 3.) Finally, M is not a unitary mapping, at least not in any obvious 
sense. (We will show, however, in Section 4 that it satisfies a “Plancherel 
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formula” which is relatively simple for n even and more complicated for n 
odd.) One thing which is clear, however, is that (1.14) is an Mp(n)- 
morphism. In particular if P is an element of the universal enveloping 
algebra of Mp(n) and P, and P, are the corresponding operators on S(R”) 
and P(0) then 
P,M = MP, . (1.15) 
It turns out, as above, that both P, and P, are differential operators; 
however, it is not true as above that they have the same degree. In fact, the 
degree of P, is half the degree of P,. This accounts for the curious 
convention about degrees in (1.12). 
From (1.15) we get an identification of the spectrum of P, on Seven(R”) 
with the spectrum of P, on the range of M. To get control of the latter, we 
will interpret the restriction of P, to the range of M as a Fourier integral 
operator. The microlocal machinery for doing this was developed in a earlier 
article of ours. A detailed review of the material in this article will be given 
in Section 5. 
Section 6 contains the main results of the paper. In particular in Section 6 
we show that the algebra of operators (1.5) is isomorphic to an algebra of 
Fourier integral operators on Cm(@), the isomorphism being given by M. 
(See Theorem 6.9.) In Section 7 we discuss the Weyl theorem, the trace 
theorem, the clustering theorem and various refinements of these theorems 
for the Weyl operators (1.5). This involves reviewing some general material 
on Fourier integral operators and spectral theory. Since this material has 
been presented in otther guises elsewhere our treatment will be rather 
cursory. 
There are still a number of loose ends to tie together. In particular what 
does one do about S&R”), the piece of the Schwartz space which lies in 
the kernel of M? It turns out that there is a “compactilication trick” 
available for Sodd(R”) involving a transform similar to M. The construction 
of this transform will be sketched in Section 8, but a detailed study of it will 
be deferred to a later article. 
It is somewhat of a nuisance to have to treat Sodd and S,,,, separately. It 
would be nice to have a compactification trick which works for all of S(R”) 
at once. We recently learned from Roger Howe of a compactification trick of 
his which does have this feature. It involves an isomorphism between the 
algebra of Weyl operators and the algebra of Toeplitz operators on the unit 
ball in C”. We will briefly describe this isomorphism in Section 9. 
(Fortunately there is, ready at hand, an analytical machinery for exploiting 
this result for spectral purposes. See 141.) 
We conclude this introduction by pointing out that the results of this 
paper are really part of a much larger picture. Let G be a Lie group and g its 
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Lie algebra. G acts on g* by its co-adjoint action and each of the G-orbits 
possesses a canonical symplectic structure. (See [24].) If G is a non-compact 
simple Lie group it turns out that there is a unique orbit 0 in g* - 0 with the 
following properties: 
(a) z E 0 0 Lz E 0 forall AER’, 
(b) O/R’ is compact. 
What we do in this paper can be viewed as a special case of the problem 
of “quantizing” these so-called minimal nilpotent orbits. We hope to take up 
this problem, in full generality, in a later article. For certain groups, notably 
SO(n, 2) and U(n, n), the solution of this problem appears to have interesting 
physical ramifications (see [2, 28, 291.) 
2. LAGRANGIAN GRASSMANNIAN 
2.1. Let {e, ..., e,, f, ,..., f,} be the standard basis of R2” and w the 
standard symplectic form: 
O(ei,ej)=O, W(fi,J)=O, o(e,,fj)=d,. (2.1) 
A subspace, /i, of R2” is Lagrangian if it is n-dimensional and if o(v, w) = 0 
for all U, w E /i: The set of all Lagrangian subspaces of R2” is a manifold, 
which we will denote by X and call the Lagrangian Grassmannian. There 
are several useful group-theoretic ways to describe it. To begin with the 
symplectic group, G, = Sp(n), acts transitively on X. Let x,, be the point of 
X corresponding to the Lagrangian subspace 
A, = {e, ..., e,}. 
The isotropic subgroup at x0 consists of all 2n X 2n matrices of the form 
with A -‘B = (A -‘B)l. Denoting this subgroup by P,, we get one description 
of X as G,/P,. Next, let J: R2” + R*” be the linear mapping 
Jei=fi, Jjj = - ei; i = l,..., n. (2.3) 
We will denote by K, the subgroup of G, consisting of all A E G, with 
IA, J] = 0. K, leaves fixed the eigenspace 
V= {u E C”‘, Ju = &iu}. 
!R0!42,2 2 
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and also preserves the positive-definite Hermitian form 
(u, u) = (l/l/=) 0424 a> (2.4) 
on V. Conversely suppose A : V+ V leaves (2.4) fixed. Extend A to C*” by 
setting 
- 
Ab=Ao for u E V. (2.5) 
By (2.5) A maps R’” into R’“, and by (2.4), A preserves w. Since A maps V 
into V, it commutes with J; so A E K,. This proves: 
It is easy to see that K, acts transitively on X. Let M,, be the subgroup of K, 
fixing x,, . This means that M, maps /i, into itself. Being a subgroup of K,, it 
preserves the positive definite quadratic form 
(e, e) = w(e, Je) (2.7) 
on /i,. Conversely suppose A: /i, + /1, preserves this form. Extend A to R*” 
by setting 
Ah = JAv (2.8) 
for u E II,. By (2.7) A preserves o, and by (2.8) it commutes with J; so 
A E M,. Hence 
M, E O(A,) = O(n), (2.9) 
and we get an alternative description of X as a K,-homogeneous pace 
X = K,/M, = U(n)/O(n). (2.10) 
Finally let G = k@(n) be the metaplectic double covering of Q(n) and let P, 
K and M be the pre-images of P,, K, and M, in G. Then we get two other 
descriptions of X as a homogeneous space 
X = G/P = K/M. (2.11) 
We will have occasion to use all four of these “models” in Sections 3 and 4. 
X is equipped with certain intrinsic vector bundles. For us the most 
important is the canonical bundle, E. Let /i be a Lagrangian subspace and x 
the point of X represented by A. By definition, E is the vector bundle with 
fiber 
E,=A 
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at x. Since A is a subspace of R2n, E sits inside the trivial bundle, X E R*“. 
We will denote by y the projection map 
y: E + R*“. 
y maps E - 0 onto R*” - {O}. In fact 
(2.12) 
y:E-O-R*“- (0) (2.13) 
is a fiber mapping. The fiber above u E R*” - (0} is compact and can be 
identified with the set of all x E X for which the corresponding Lagrangian 
subspace, A, contains v. 
There is a very simple relation between E and the tangent bundle of X. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. There is a canonical isomorphism of vector bundles 
TX g S*(E*). (2.14) 
ProoJ: For the moment think of X as a submanifold of the 
Grassmannian of all n-dimensional subspaces of R*“. Denote the latter by 
X,. Let A be a Lagrangian subspace of R*” and x the point of X 
corresponding to it. The tangent space to X, at x can be canonically iden- 
tified with 
Horn@, R*“/A). (2.15) 
(See, for instance, [ 121.) The tangent space to X at x is a subspace of (2.15); 
the question is what subspace? Since /i is Lagrangian, the symplectic form, 
w, on R*” gives us a canonical identification 
so (2.15) can be identified with 
A* @A*. (2.16) 
There are only two GL(A)-invariant subspaces of (2.16), namely S’(A*) and 
A*@*), and the tangent space to X must be one of these. However, only 
S*(A*) has the right dimension. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. There is a canonical isomorphism of vector bundles 
TFX z S*(E). (2.17) 
From (2.17) we get a map 
a:E-00-,X-0 (2.18) 
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sending u E E, - {0} into u @ u E S*(E,) = T,*. The image, 2, of (2.18) is a 
homogeneous (or “conic”) submanifold of PX - 0, and 6: E - 0 + C is a 
double covering, the point (x, v @ U) having the two pre-images (x, V) and 
(x, -VI 
Let S be the quotient space obtained from R*” - {O) by identifying points 
with their antipodal points, i.e., by identifying u with --u for all 
v E R*” - (0). The symplectic form, (2.1), is invariant under the antipodal 
mapping; so it defines a symplectic form, w, on S. Let 
p:z+s (2.19) 
be the mapping obtained by composing o-’ with the map (2.13) then iden- 
tifying antipodal points. (a-’ is not well-defined but it is clear that the 
composite mapping is if we identify antipodal points.) 
The following will be needed in Section 5. 
THEOREM 2.2. C is a co-isotropic submanifold of T*X - 0 and p*w is 
the restriction to .Z of the canonical symplectic form on T*X. 
COROLLARY. The fibers of the fibration (2.19) are identical with the 
leaves of the canonical co-isotropic foliation of Z. 
Proof. The proof will be somewhat group theoretic. We begin by 
reviewing some facts about group actions on pre-symplectic manifolds. Let 
M be a manifold, LC) a closed two-form on A4 (not neccessarily of maximal 
rank), G a Lie group and G x A4 + A4 a transitive action of G on M which 
preserves w. Since G acts transitively, the rank of o is the same at all points. 
This means that the set 
{(x,v),xEM,uE Tx,v Jo=O} 
is an integrable subbundle of TM. The foliation it defines is called the null- 
foliation of M. It is clear that this foliation is G-invariant. 
Let g be the Lie algebra of G. For each B E g, let g be the vector field on 
M associated with 2. Since 
z AA o is closed; so, locally, there exists a function f(Z) on M such that 
kh=df(Z). (2.20) 
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We will say that the action of G on M is globally Hamiltonian if there exists 
a G-equivariant linear mapping 
g --+ P(M), z + f(E) 
satisfying (2.20). 
If the action of G on M is globally Hamiltonian then, to each x E M, we 
get a linear map 
g + R, B -+ f(Z)(x). (2.21) 
Otherwise stated, each point x E M determines an element of g*, i.e., there is 
a map 
p:M-+!.p. (2.22) 
This is the well-known “moment map” of Kostant and Souriau. (See [24].) It 
is not hard to see that it is a smooth mapping and that it is equivariant with 
respect to the given action on M and the co-adjoint action on 9”. Since G 
acts transitively, the image of p is a single orbit, 0, of the co-adjoint action. 
As we remarked in Section 1, 0 is endowed with a canonical symplectic 
form, o,,. The following is a fundamental theorem of Kostant and Souriau. 
(See [24].) 
THEOREM. The pull-back of w0 with respect to p is w. 
COROLLARY. p: M + 0 is a Jber mapping, and its fibers are the leaves of 
the null-foliation. 
Remark. In the usual form of the Kostant-Souriau theorem o is 
symplectic; so the null-foliation is trivial, and p is a covering map. However, 
the theorem above can be proved with only a few trivial modifications of the 
original proof. 
Suppose now that G is a Lie group, X a manifold and G x X+X an 
action of G on X. This action induces an action of G on PX. Let M be an 
orbit of this action and let o be the restriction to M of the canonical 
symplectic form on PX. It is easy to see that the action of G on M is 
globally Hamiltonian: Let a be the canonical one-form on 7xX whose 
exterior derivative is the usual symplectic two-form. Let a,,, be the restriction 
of a to M. If 5 E g, and 8 ” is the associated vector field on M set 
f(E) = (9, a,). 
It is easy to check that f(E) satisfies (2.20). The moment map associated 
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with A4 is also easy to describe. Since G acts on X, for each x E X we get a 
map 
and a dual mapping 
q+ g*. (2.23) 
Let pO: PX-+ g* be the map whose restriction to the fiber above x is (2.23). 
Thenp=p,jM. 
Let us now return to the proof of Theorem 2.2. Let X be the Lagrangian 
Grassmannian. The group, G, = Sp(n), acts transitively, not only on X, but 
also on Z. (In fact, it is obvious that G, acts transitively on E - 0, and 
E - 0 is a covering space of Z.) It follows that Z is an orbit of G, in PX. 
By the remarks in the preceding paragraph, G, acts on Z in a globally 
Hamiltonian fashion; so there is a well-defined moment map 
p: c + g”. (2.24) 
The image of p is a co-adjoint orbit, 0, in g*. The question is which orbit? 
Let x,, be the point of X associated with the Lagrangian space, A,. By the 
remarks in the preceding paragraph, the moment map on the fiber above x0 
is the restriction to CxO of a canonical linear mapping 
We have already identified c0 with S*(,4,). There is a standard canonical 
identification 
g” z S2(R2n) (2.26) 
(See [ 11.) and it is clear that (2.25) is the obvious inclusion map 
S*(A,) + S2(R2n). 
C,. consist of all elements of S*(A,) of the form 4 @ < < E A,. Since the set 
of rank-one elements in g* = S’(R,,) form a single G-orbit, this proves 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Identify g* with S*(R*“) uia (2.26). Then the image of 
the moment map (2.24) is the subset 
{tOt,WR*“- PII (2.27) 
of S*(R*“). 
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Finally if we identify (2.27) with S, we see that p is in fact a mapping 
p:.Z-+S. (2.28) 
We leave it as an easy exercise for the reader to check that (2.19) and (2.28) 
are the same. By the Kostant-Souriau theorem, we know that the fibers of 
(2.28) are the leaves of the null-foliation. The only thing we have left to 
prove is that Z is co-isotropic. This, however, is an easy consequence of 
some dimensional considerations: By (2.28) the leaves of the null-foliation 
are of dimension equal to 
dimZ-2n=dimX-n=dimT*X-dimZ. 
The expression on the right is the codimension of C in T*X, so the leaves of 
the null-foliation are of maximal dimension, and .Z is co-isotropic. This 
concludes the proof of theorem 2.2. 
A concluding remark before we pass onto other matters: Both Z and g* 
are homogeneous (or “conic”) manifolds; i.e., if z E 2 (or z E g*) and 
I E R ‘, the product, AZ, is well defined. It is clear that 
P@Z) = lP@>. 
On the other hand, if we identify the set of rank-one elements in g* with S 
via (2.27) and view the moment map as a map 
then 
p(Az) = Pp(z). 
In other words, if p is a function on S which is homogeneous of degree k, 
then p*p is homogeneous of degree 2k. This fact is the source of much of the 
confusion about orders and degrees mentioned in Section 1. 
2.2. So far in this section the metaplectic group has not been very much 
in evidence. The second part of this section will be devoted to describing 
some metaplectic aspects of X. We will begin by recalling some notation 
from [ 13, Chap. 5, Sect. 41. 
Let GL(n)+ be the connected component of the identity in GL(n); i.e., 
GL(n) = GL(n)+ x Z,, 
where Z, is the group of square roots of unity. Let ML(n) be the group 
ML(n) = GL(n)+ x Z, 
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Z, being the group of fourth roots of unity. There is a map, Z, -+ Z,, sending 
a into a’. Let 
z: ML(n) -, GL(n) (2.29) 
be the product of this map with the identity map on GL(n)+. Consider now 
the function A + (det A) “*. It is well defined on GL(n)’ but not on GL(n). 
We have mainly introduced ML(n) to rectify this situation. It is clear that on 
ML(n), A -+ (det A)“* is a well-defined, single-valued function. 
Let V be an n-dimensional vector space over R, and let B be the set of all 
bases of I’. Let B, and B, be two distinct copies of B, and let MB be their 
set-theoretic union. Given /I E B we will denote by /I0 and p, the copies of /I 
in B, and B,, and we will denote by 71: MB + B the projection map which is 
the identity on B, and B, . We will say that V is endowed with a metalinear 
structure if we are given a transitive action of ML(n) on MB such that if 
A’ E ML(n), A = t(A’) and p’ E MB then 
7@‘p’) = An(p). (2.30) 
By (2.30) the action of GL(n)’ on MB has to be the usual action on each 
copy of B; so to prescribe a metalinear structure amounts to prescribing an 
action of Z, on MB consistent with (2.30). There turn out to be two possible 
ways to define such an action; so there are two possible metalinear structures 
on V. 
Suppose V is endowed with a metalinear structure. We will denote by 
A “‘V the set of all functions 
such that for all A E ML(n) and /I E MB 
f(A/3) = (det A) ~ ‘I* f(J). 
If f and g are functions with this transformation property, h = fg satisfies 
the transformation law 
/+I/?) = (det A)-’ h(P). 
Objects which transform this way are elements of 
/Iv= VA **- A v, 
(n wedge projects); so there is a canonical identification 
A1’2V@ ll\“*v-~ Av. 
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Given a basis & = {v,,..., v,} of I/ there exists a unique function f: MB -+ C 
satisfying the transformation law above and taking the value 1 at PO. We will 
denote the corresponding element of A”‘V by (ui A . a. A u,)“‘. 
Let u: GL(n) + GL(n) be the automorphism, A + (A’))‘. Let B be the set 
of bases of V and B* the set of bases of P. To each basis, p, in B, we have 
a dual basis ,B* in B*; so we have a bijection, B + B*, satisfying 
(AD)* = u(A) /I** 
It is not hard to see that the automorphism, u: GL(n) -+ GL(n), lifts to an 
automorphism, u: ML(n) -+ ML(n), with the property 
(det a(A))“’ = (det ,4-l/2. (2.3 1) 
Given a metalinear structure on V, it turns out that there is a canonical 
induced metalinear structure on v* and a canonical lifting of B --t B* 
satisfying (A@)* = u(A)/?*, for A E ML(n) and /3 E MB. Let p be an element 
of //“*V represented by a map f: MB + C and let v be an element of A 1’2 P
represented by a map g: MB* + C. Let p be any element of MB and /?* its 
image in MB*. We will define 
(p, v) = e-(x~4’“f@l) g(p*). (2.32) 
It is clear from (2.31) that this definition is independent of the choice of /3; 
so we have a canonical sesquilinear pairing 
A112v x A112P+  c. (2.32)’ 
Remarks. (1) The factor, ecnU4jn, is just window-dressing. Its introduced 
to make some formulas later on a little simpler. (2) Note that the natural 
duality between A\“*V and A\“*V* is sesquilinear, not C-bilinear. 
Now let X be a manifold, and E-+X a vector bundle. A metalinear 
structure on E is a rule which prescribes a metalinear structure on each fiber, 
E,, in such a way that the assignment depends smoothly on X. (Given an 
arbitrary vector bundle it is not always possible to endow it with a 
metalinear structure. There are topological obstructions to doing so. For a 
discussion of these matters, see pp. 255-257 of [ 131.) If E does have a 
metalinear structure we will denote by //“*E the linear bundle whose fiber at 
xEXis A’j2E .x* 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let X be the Lagrangian Grassmannian and E the 
canonical bundle. Then E has a metalinear structure. 
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Proof: Let x0 be the point of X associated with A, = {e, ..., e,}, the e’s 
being as in (2.1). Let P,, be the isotropy subgroup of G, = Sp(n) at x,,. Let 
G = Mp(n) and let P be the double cover of P, in G. There is a 
homomorphism 
q,: P, -+ GL(n) 
sending the matrix (2.2) onto the submatrix, A, in the first n X n block. It is 
easy to see that K,, lifts to a homomorphism 
lc: P+ML(n). 
Since X= G/P, we can view G as being a principal P-bundle over X. The 
associated bundle 
is a principal ML(n)-bundle over X. The fiber over each point, x E X, is two 
copies of the set of bases of E,, and the ML(n)-action on this fiber provides 
E, with a metalinear structure which depends moothly on x. Q.E.D. 
Consider now the line bundle A”*E. We will see (Proposition 2.13) that it 
admits global non-vanishing sections. However, at the moment, the main fact 
of interest for us is that it admits non-vanishing sections on certain open 
subsets of X. To be more explicit, let x, and xz be points of X and let A, and 
A, be the Lagrangian spaces in R*” which they represent. We will say x, and 
x2 are in general position if A, nil, = (0). When this is the case, the 
symplectic form gives us a canonical identification 
By definition E,, = A, and EX2 = A,; so by (2.32) we get a canonical 
sesquilinear pairing: 
A”*E,, x A”*Ex2 -+ C. (2.33) 
In particular for each x E X, let d = a(x) be the set of all x’ E X which are 
in general position with respect to x. We will call such an open set a 
distinguished open set of X. Let Ep = E 3 8. By (2.33) we have 
PROPOSITION 2.5. To each non-zero element of the dual space of A ti2Ex 
is canonically associated a global non-vanishing section of A 1/2Ea. 
Let x0 and x, be two points in general position and let FpO and 6, be the 
corresponding open sets of X. Let a,* be a non-zero element of (//\y2E,,)*. 
By (2.33) there is a canonically associated non-zero element, o,, of /\u2E,, . 
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Let a? be the dual element in (A”*E,,)*; i.e., (a,, 0:) = 1. Let s,, and s, be 
the sections of A “*EPOand A1’*EP, associated with o$ and a:. On the 
overlap, 0, f7 @, 
Let us attempt to write down an explicit formula for the transition function, 
fo, . To simplify we will assume that x0 and x, correspond to the Lagrangian 
spaces 
and 
A, = {e, ,..., e,} 
the e’s and fs being as in (2.1). We can define a system of coordinates on 
~9, as follows. If A is an n-dimensional vector space in R*” transversal to A, 
then it admits a unique basis of the form {,u, ..., ,D,,}, where 
,ui = ei - T7 a,&. 
,s 
(2.35) 
A is Lagrangian iff w(ui, pj) = 0 for all i, j; i.e., iff 
aij = aji. (2.36) 
Notice also that A n A, # 0 iff there exist constants, c, ,..., c,, not all zero, 
such that c,~, + ... + c,,u, E A,, i.e., 
<- ci aij = 0. 
i=I 
Thus we have shown 
PROPOSITION 2.6. The map A -+ (aij) is a diffeomorphism of @, onto the 
vector space of symmetric n x n matrices. Under this dlpeomorphism PO n P, 
gets mapped onto the set of non-singular symmetric matrices. 
COROLLARY. The aij’s with aij = aji, are a system of coordinate functions 
on f”,. 
We will express the function, fo,, in (2.34) in terms of these coordinates. 
In the paragraph above we can choose for CJ,, and oI 
u. = (e, A ... A en)“* 
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and 
(J, = np+yj-, A . . . A j-J”‘. 
Let A be a Lagrangian space which is transversal to both /i, and ,4,. Then it 
possesses a basis of the form (p,,..., ,a,,} where the pi’s are given by (2.35); 
and it also possesses a basis of the form (vi ,..., v,} where 
vi = fi - ; bi,ej. 
j= I 
It is clear from (2.35) that 
pi = - T7 aijvj. 
iC1 
(2.38) 
Since w(ui, fj) = a,, under the pairing (2.32), cri and (u, A .a. A,u,,)“* get 
paired to unity. Similarly w(-vi, ej) = 6,; so under the pairing (2.32), cr,, 
gets paired to unity with the element 
einmi4((-v,) A ... A (-v,))“’ 
= (-1)“” einn/4(v, A . . . A v,)1’2. 
Let x be the pont of P0 n 8, corresponding to the Lagrangian space, II. By 
definition the value of si at x is the element (,~i A ..e A,u,)“* of Au2Ex. 
Similarly the value of s,, at x is (-l)“‘* einM4(v, A ... A vJv2. By (2.38) 
so(x) = ei”“‘4(detA)-1’2 s,(x), with A = (aij). 
Thus 
sol(x) = eiZw4(det A)-“*. (2.39) 
Formula (2.39) gives us an alternative way of defining the line bundle /i”‘E 
in terms of local trivializations and transition functions. We will come back 
to this a little later. First, however, we will discuss another important line 
bundle on X (which will, in fact, turn out to be A”*E in disguise). 
As in Section 1, let 8%;, + i be the 2n + l-dimensional Heisenberg group 
and 
F&n+, + wf) (2.40) 
the Stone-Von Neumann representation. Let Ha’ be the space of C” vectors 
for this representation and H- Co its topological dual. Differentiating (2.40), 
we get a map 
dP: b*,+ 1 - P(H-“O) (2.4 1) 
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of the Lie algebra of Zz,+ i into the linear operators on He=. The 
underlying vector space of hz,+ 1 is 
R*” x R 
and the Lie algebra structure is given by 
[(a, a), (b, P>l = (0, w(a, b)) 
for (a, a) and (b, /I) R*” x R. To simplify notation we will identify the 
element (a, 0) of h2n + i with a E R*“. 
As we pointed out in Section 1, there are several unitarily equivalent 
models for (2.40). Here, for simplicity, we will just consider the “classical 
model” in which H =L*(R”), H”O = S(R”) = the space of Schwartz 
functions, and Hem = S*(R”) = the space of tempered distributions. In this 
model (2.41) is completely specified by requiring that 
dp(e,) = a/ax, 
and 
(See [36].) 
dp(fi) = d-1 (multiplication by xi). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let A be a Lugrungiun subspuce of R*“. Then the set 
0; = {f E S*(R”), C@(V) f = 0, Vu E A} (2.42) 
is a one dimensional subspuce of S*(R”). 
Proof: It is enough to check this for A =A, = {e, ,..., e,}. In this case f 
belongs to (2.42) iff 
aSlax,= 0, i = l,..., n. 
Hence f is a constant function. Q.E.D. 
Ordinarily, given f and g E S*(R “j, the L* sesquilinear pairing 
CL g&2 = j f(x) g(x) dx 
is not well defined. It is, however, well defined in certain instances, (for 
instance, if f is smooth and g is compactly supported). We will prove 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Let A, and A, be Lugrungiun subspaces of R*” with 
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A,, n A, = {O}. Let fi E OXi, i = 0, 1. Then (f,, f,)L1 is well defined and is 
non-zero if f, and fi are non-zero. 
Proof. It is enough to check this with A, = {e,,..., e,} and 
A, = {f, ,..., f,} . As we saw above, 02, consists of the constant functions. As 
for 02, it consists of tempered istributions, f E S*(R”) satisfying 
xif= 0, i = - l,..., n. (2.43) 
But the only solutions of (2.43) are constant multiples of the delta-function. 
Iff,=c, and fi=c,6 then (fO,f,)LZ is clearly well defined and is equal to 
COCl. Q.E.D. 
Let x be a point of X, and /1 the Lagrangian submanifold of R2” 
associated with x. We will denote by O* the line bundle over X whose fiber 
at x is O:= 0;. The reason for the asterik is that for us the dual bundle, 
(O*)* = 0, will turn out to be a more important object than Oh. We will 
shortly show that there is an isomorphism of line bundles 
0 z /f ‘12E. (2.44) 
As a first step in proving (2.44) we note that the analogue of Proposition 2.5 
is true for O*. Let x be a point of X and let B = O(x) be the distinguished 
open set associated with x. Let 0, be the restriction of 0 to 8. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. To each element of O,* is canonically associated a 
non-vanishing global section of 0,. 
ProoJ This follows from the fact that O,* and O,*, are non-singularly 
paired when x and x’ are in general position. (See Proposition 2.8.) Q.E.D. 
Let x0 and xi be in general position: Let o$ be a non-zero element of OzO 
and of the element of Ox*, for which (a,*, ~7:)~~ = 1. Let so and s, be the 
canonical non-vanishing sections of OpO and O,, associated with CT,* and or. 
As in (2.34) 
As before, let us attempt o compute the transition function, f,, , on e. n @’ . 
For simplicity we will, as before, take x0 and x1 to be the points on X 
associated with /i, = (e, ,..., e,} and A, = {f, ,..., f,}. Let li be a Lagrangian 
subspace of R2” transversal to /ii, and let {,u~,...,,u,} bethe basis (2.35) of 
A. Then f E 0: iff 
( 3/3x1 - fi i aijxj ) f = 0, i = l,..., n. j=l (2.45) 
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It is easy to see that f has to be a constant multiple of the function 
Let us take as the element, o,*, of 0:0 the constant function 
a,* = (2?r-n’4 
and take 
a; = (279”4 6. 
Then 
(f, 3 0: > = (24”/4 
and 
(f, , a,*) = (2~)~“‘~ 1 exp (fl f 1 nijX,Xj) dx- 
(2.47) 
Since A is transversal to A 0, the matrix A = (Uij) is non-singular: so (2.48) 
can be evaluated by stationary phase; i.e., 
(f, , a,*) = (2n)-“* (2~)” ecid4) Q” A 1 det A I- ‘I*. (2.49) 
Therefore, if s0 and s, are the sections of OPO and O,, associated with a,* and 
a:, we get for the value of the transition function relating s0 to s, at the 
point, x, corresponding to Ai: 
f,,(x) = (27r)-ti2 (2n)w2e”d4’ S” A / det A / ~ “*. 
Using the identity 
e(irz14) sm A =e -(in/21 index A e(id4)n 
we finally get for Jo,(x) the formula 
f,,(x) = etid4)” (det A)-“*. (2.50) 
Thus the transition functions (2.39) and (2.50) are the same. We will now 
prove that the line bundles, 0 and A”*E, are isomorphic. 
Let x and y be points in general position, and let B(x) and b(y) be the 
distinguished open sets assocated with them. A choice of c0 E 0, determines 
a section d,, of 0 j@(x) and similarly a choice of CJ, E 0, determines a 
section d1 of 0 ‘j B(y). We will say cl,, and ti, are canonically paired if 
(crO, a,) = 1. Suppose now we replace u0 by oh and 6, by a’, . It is clear that 
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the corresponding sections, 4; and 4; are canonically paired iff 4; = cd,, and 
4; = (l/E) “i . In particular if the transition function relating do to d1 is foil 
the transition function 4: to d’i is fbl = 1~1’ fO,. 
The remarks above apply equally well to the bundle /\“E. Consider now 
the line bundle, L = Hom(A”*E, 0). Since the transition functions relating 
canonical sections of 0 and the transition functions relating canonical 
sections of Ali2E are the same up to constants, L is a locally constant 
bundle, i.e., is equipped with a canonical flat connection. Let x0 be a fixed 
base point of X. Then L is completely determined by its holonomy represen- 
tation 
c: 71,(X, x0) + c*. (*I 
We will show that the image of (*) lies in R+. Let {q = Oxi}, i = 0 ,..., ZN, be 
a sequence of distinguished open sets with xZN = x0 and xzi-, in general 
position with respect o xzie2 and x*~. Let yi be the straight line in @(xzi- ,) 
joining xzi-* to x2i and let y = lJ yi. To compute the image c(y) of y under 
(*) choose canonical sections di and 4: of 0 and A”*E above q. If we 
assume the ith sections and (i + 1)st sections are canonically paired, the 
corresponding sections L 3 q and L 1 4, i are related by a transition 
function, ri,i+ i , which is not only constant but in addition is real and 
positive. This shows that c(y), which is just the product, n t2i-2,2i, is 
positive. It is clear that y’s of the form above generate x,(X, x,); so this 
proves our assertion. Next let G = Mp(n) and let P be the isotropy group of 
G at x,,. Since X is a homogeneous G-space, G can be viewed as a principal 
bundle over X with fiber P. The long exact sequence in homotopy gives rise 
to a homomorphism of groups 
Since L is a homogeneous G-bundle, the homomorphism (*) factors through 
a homomorphism 
However, z,-JP) = Z4 (see (2.2)). Since R+ contains no non-trivial finite 
subgroups, this map has to be the identity. Q.E.D. 
Remark. In [25] Kostant gives a slightly different proof of this result. As 
above let x,, be a fixed base point in X and let P be the isotropy group of G 
at x0. Given a E P let A E SL(n) be the first n X n block of the matrix (2.2) 
associated with a. We have already seen that r\‘/*E is a homogeneous G- 
bundle and is induced by the character 
x1/*: p-+ C”, a + (det A)“*. 
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By a careful inspection o the metaplectic action of P on @&, Kostant shows 
that 0 is also induced by xi,?. 
2.3. The last part of this section is devoted to discussing some complex- 
analytic features of geometry on the manifold, X. The symplectic form (2.1) 
extends to a C-valued symplectic form on C”. We will call a complex 
subspace, /1 c C2n, Lagrangian if it is n-dimensional and satisfies 
w(v, w) = 0 for all u, w E II. The set of all complex Lagrangian subspaces of 
C*” forms a complex manifold which we will denote by Xc. If /i is a real 
Lagrangian subspace of R*‘, II @ C is a complex Lagrangian subspace of 
C 2n; so there is an imbedding X+ Xc. A complex Lagrangian subspace, 
A c P, is called positive deJinite if the Hermitian form 
(v, w) E A -+ (1/2fi) w(v, W) (2.5 1) 
is positive definite. The set of all positive definite Lagrangian spaces is an 
open submanifold of Xc which we will denote by Xi. Clearly X is a subset of 
ax;. 
As usual let A, and A 1 be the Lagrangian subspaces of R*” spanned by 
le ,,..., e,} and {fi,..., f,}. Let & and ,4: be their complexifications. The 
Hermitian form (2.5 1) is identically zero on -46 and A:; so if A is positive 
definiteIIn&=/lnll~= {O}. 
This means there is a unique basis 
pi = e, - x aijfJ i = l,..., n (2.52) 
of /i, (aij) being a non-singular n x n complex matrix. In order for /i to be 
Lagrangian we must have 
flij = aji, i < i, jg n. (2.53) 
(Compare with 2.36.) In order for (2.51) to be positive definite, we must 
have 
Im Clij (2.54) 
positive definite. Thus we have proved 
PROPOSITION 2.10. The map, A + (ai,), maps Xi dl@eomorphically onto 
the set of symmetric n X n matrices satisfying (2.54). 
Remark. This set of matrices is sometimes called the generalized Siegel 
upper half-plane. 
580/42/2-3 
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It is easy to see that the group, Sp(n), acts transitively on Xd. Let A be 
the Lagrangian space spanned by 
ei - \/-1J;., i = l,..., n 
and x the point of Xc represented by A. We have already seen (see (2.6)) 
that the isotropy subgroup of Sp(n) at x is U(n); so we get the represen- 
tation of Xc’ as a homogeneous Sp(n)-space: 
xc’ = Sp(n)/U(n). (2.55) 
The line bundles, 0 and O*, extend to holomorphic line bundles on Xb. To 
see this we first prove an analogue of Proposition 2.7. 
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let A be a positive definite Lagrangian subspace of 
C’“. Then the set 
0; = {fE S*(R”), dp(u) f = 0, v E A) (2.56) 
is a one-dimensional subspace of S*(R”). In fact, this subspace even lies 
inside S(R”). 
ProoJ If A has the basis (2.52), then O,* consists of the set of solutions 
of 
( talaxi) - J-1 UijXj 1 f = 0, i= 1 ,..., n. 
Just as above (see (2.45)) the set of solutions of this equation consists of all 
constant multiples of 
f, = exp t&i 4 x UijXiXj) . 
Since Im aij is positive definite, f, is in S(R”). Q.E.D. 
We define 0” and 0 to be the line bundles over Xl whose fibers at A are 
0; and 0, (=(O,*)*). S ince (2.57) depends holomorphically on A these 
bundles are holomorphic line bundles. Moreover, we have 
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let d be a distinguished open set in X and sp the 
canonical non-vanishing section of O$, (S, being determined up to a 
multiplicative constant). Then s, has a global non-vanishing holomorphic 
extension to Xi. 
Proof. If we take s,+ to be the section (2.46) the extension of s, is given 
by (2.57). Q.E.D. 
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Finally we will use the results above to prove that the bundle 0 -+X 
admits global non-vanishing sections. In fact we will prove a somewhat 
stronger assertion. 
PROPOSITION 2.13. Let K be the covering group of U(n) in Mp(n). Then 
there exists a non-vanishing section of 0 +X with the property that it spans 
a one-dimensional K-invariant subspace of C”(O). 
ProoJ As above, let A be the Lagrangian subspace of C2” spanned by 
ei-J-lfi, i=l,..., n, 
and let x be the point of Xb associated with A. We will show, as in 
Proposition 2.8, that if y E X, the L2-skew linear pairing of 0: and 0; 
(inside S*(R”)) is well defined and non-singular. We saw above that if we 
view Xb as a homogeneous Sp(n)-space, the isotropy group of x is U(n). 
Since U(n) acts transitively on X, it is enough to prove the assertion with y 
corresponding to the Lagrangian space spanned by f, ,..., f,. We can then 
take 
and 
,-(xft . . . +x$/2 
(2.58) 
s 
as basis vectors for O,* and 0: respectively, and the assertion becomes 
obvious. Finally if we view Xc! as a homogeneous Mp(n)-manifold, the 
isotropy group at x is K; so this pairing is K-invariant up to constant factors. 
As in Proposition 2.9, it follows that 0 has the desired trivialization over X. 
Q.E.D. 
3. THE TRANSFORM,M 
3.1. As in Section 2 we will denote by X the Lagrangian Grassmannian. 
In Section 2 we defined a canonical line bundle, 0 -+X. We recall that the 
fiber, O,, at x E X is a rather bizarre object; namely, it is a one-dimensional 
quotient space of the space, S(R”), of rapidly decreasing functions on R”. In 
particular there is a natural map 
S(R”) -+ 0, + 0. (3.1) 
Given a function f E S(R”) we will denote by f”(x) the image of f in 0, 
and by f # the section of 0 whose value at x is f #(x) . 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. f” is a smooth section of 0. 
Proof Given x, E X let B = 8, be the distinguished open set associated 
with x,. We will denote by yp the restriction off” to 8. We will prove the 
proposition by writing down an explicit formula for $. Let 
k , ,..., e,, f, ,..., f,} be the basis (2.1) of R*” and let /i, and /i, be the 
Lagrangian spaces spanned by {e, ..., e,} and {f, ,..., f,}. Let x0 and x, be 
the points of X corresponding to rl,, and /1 oo. Finally let x be any point of 
@a = d and /i the Lagrangian subspace of R*” corresponding to x. Since 
n n n m = {O}, n admits a unique basis of the form 
pi = e, -x aijjj, aij = Uji, i = I,..., n. 
Moreover, by Proposition 2.6, the map, x + A = (aij) is a diffeomorphism of 
0 onto the space of symmetric n x n matrices, and so we can introduce the 
a,is as a system of coordinates on 8. By Proposition 2.9, O,* has a 
canonical non-vanishing section. By (2.46) the value of this section at x E 8 
is the following element of S*(R”): 
f, = exp (\/-1+ C aijxixj) 3 
A being the symmetric n x n matrix corresponding to x. This section gives 
us canonical trivializations 
0, z 0: r trivial C-bundle over 8, 
We will make use of the trivialization of 0, to convert 5 to an ordinary C- 
valued function on b. The value of this function at x is (f, fA); i.e., 
(3.2) 
It is clear from (3.2) that pp depends smoothly on A; so Proposition 3.2 is 
proved. Q.E.D. 
We will denote by 
M: S(R”) --t Coo(O) (3.3) 
the map which sends f to f”. The following is also an immediate conse- 
quence of (3.2). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let S(R”) and Coo(O) be given their standard 
function space topologies. Then M is continuous as a map of topological 
linear spaces. 
M is not injective. In fact we will prove: 
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PROPOSITION 3.3. The kernel of M is the space, So&R”), of functions, 
f E S(R”), satisfying f (-x) = -f(x). 
Proof: It is clear from (3.2) that the kernel of M contains Sodd. 
Conversely we will show that if Mf = 0, f is odd. It is enough to show that 
the Fourier transform, j: of f is odd; or, what amounts to the same thing, 
that 3 restricted to every one-dimensional subspace of R” is odd. Finally, by 
symmetry considerations, it is enough to show that fl<, , O,..., 0) is an odd 
function of <i. Since Mf = 0, for all g = g(L) E S(R), 
0 = 
I 
f (x1 ,,.., x,J P’=“&A) dA dx, . .a dx, 
= f(x, ,..., 
1 
x,>~(x:> dx, .-- du,, 
8 being the Fourier transform of g. Since i(x:) can be any element of 
S,,,,(R), the function 
is odd, and hence so also is 
fl(, , 0 ,..., 0) = j enxrli f (x, ,..., x,) dx, ... du,. Q.E.D. 
3.2. Describing the range of M is a more subtle matter. We will take this 
problem up later on in this section. Before we do so, however, we will spend 
some time with the one-dimensional case, which turns out to be quite 
instructive. Note that every one-dimensional subspace of R2 is Lagrangian; 
so, in dimension one, X = RP’, the real projective line. Also, in dimension 
one, the canonical bundle E + X and the cotangent bundle, T*X, are both 
line bundles; and 
E@E=r*X=/I\‘pX 
by Proposition 2.1; so 
E z Alv2T*X 9 
and (3.4) 
@r /jv2Er /j”41+=X* , 
i.e., sections of 0 can be viewed as “quarter-forms.” 
Let {e, f } be the standard basis of R*. Let x,, and x, be the points of X 
corresponding to the subspaces panned by e and f, and let FD, = Rp’ - {x0} 
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and 8, = RP’ - {xoo }. Every point of @‘, corresponds to a subspace of R* 
spanned by a vector of the form, e + sf, and every point of & corresponds to 
a subspace spanned by a vector of the form f + te. The function, s and t, are 
coordinate functions on @m and FpO respectively, and on the overlap, 
e0 n @‘, , are related by 
t = l/s, dt = - (l/s*) ds, (dt)“” = e i”4(l/&)(ds)u4. (3.5) 
In particular, let @ = @‘, . Up to a constant multiple, (ds)“” is the canonical 
section of the bundle 0, described in Proposition 2.5. Let f be in S(R). By 
(3.2) (Mf), is the product of the C-valued function 
.fXs) = j e isW*)f(X) dx (3.6) 
and the section (ds)“4 of 0,. We note in passing that according to (3.5) the 
function 
(l/d3 f”W> (3.7) 
is a smooth function of t near t = 0. Moreover, by (2.43) the value of this 
function at xco, where t = 0, is a universal constant imes 
(f, &,z = f(O). 
Hence we obtain from (3.7) the following well-known result (lemma of 
stationary phase), 
e i(sx2’2) f(x) dx - (l/h) x a,~-~, 
i=O 
(3.8) 
for s large, with a, equal to a universal constant times f(0). The derivation 
we have given of (3.8) seems to be more than a curiosity. It shows that the 
lemma of stationary phase is built into the construction of A4 in an essential 
way. 
It will be useful to have a description of A4 not only in terms of the coor- 
dinates, s and t, but also in angular coordinates. Explicitly let S’ be mapped 
onto X by the map 
0 -+ (cos 0) e + (sin 0) f E R* - (0) (3.9) 
followed by the standard projection of R2 - (0) onto X = RP’. This map is a 
double covering of X by S’, mapping the interval --n/2 Q 19 < 7r/2 bijectively 
onto RF”. By (3.9) we can express s in terms of 8: 
s = tan 13, COS* B ds = de, (COS 0)“’ (ds)y4 = (dO)‘14 (3.10) 
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on the interval -7r/2 < 0 ( n/2. If we attempt o write M in 0 variables just 
by substituting (3.10) into (3.6) we get a formula which is not terribly 
illuminating. Instead we will describe M somewhat less explicitly. Let 
H: S(R) -+ S(R) (3.11) 
Hf = f(-(d/d?) +x2) f 
K: S(R) -+ S(R) (3.12) 
be the operator 
and 
the operator 
Kf = e”Y’(d/dx2)(e-““2f). 
Let EH and SK be the vector fields on X: 
YH = ape c and ER = 2e2’e(i?/iW). (3.13) 
These vector fields act by Lie differentiation on “quarter-forms.” 
LEMMA 3.4. The following operator identities hold: 
(l/fl).Y&M= MH, 
(l/fl)k$M= MK. 
Proof: It is clear that 
I ei(sx2/2)(x2/2) f(x) dx 
Similarly, 
= (l/fi)(a/&) 1 ei(sxy2) f (x) dx. 
1 ei(sxy2)((- 1/2)(~/&) f(x) dx 




l/2{ (sx)* + (s/G)} eicSXq2)f (x) dx 
(3.14) 
= (l/fl)()(s’(~?/&) + s/2) 1 ei(sxv2)f (x) dx. 
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Finally, 
I 
eics”y”(x(d/dx) + l/2) f(x) dx 
= - ( (x(d/dx) + l/2) ei(sxY2)f(x) dx 
= - f (flsx2 + l/2) eiCsxY2)f(x) a!x 
= - (2s(f3/&) t l/2) j eicsxY2)f(x) dx. 
Note that the Lie derivative of the “quarter-form” h(s)(ds)“4 with respect o 
the vector field a/as is 
L&,h(s)(ds)“” = @/c%) h(ds)““. 
Similarly 
9 s~ca,asJz(s)(ds)“4 = (s’(i+) h t (s/2) h)(d#“, 
and 




eicsxy2)f (x) ak 
I 
(ds)“” 
we can rewrite the three formulas above: 
Wx2/2) f = (l/G) ~,,N 
~((--/W/~2)) f = (l/d=) %was$?L 
(3.15) 
and 
M(x(d/dx) t l/2) f = - W,,,,,W 
Therefore, M intertwines H and (l/G) P&, where 
EH = (1 t s’)(a/&) = (1 t tan* 0) cos’ O(a/H) = a/M. 
Similarly since 
K = (d/dx2) t x2 - 2(x(d/dx) t ;), 
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M intertwines K and (l/G) .Pz, where 
EK = 2( 1 - s2 + 2\/-ls)(a/as) 
= 2(cos* f? - sin2 0 + 2&l cos 0 sin e)(ape) 
= 2Pe(ape). 
The “ground state” of the harmonic oscillator 
H = f(-(d2/dX2) + x2) 
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Q.E.D. 
is the function q,,(x) = e-x2’2. Let us compute its image under M. To begin 
with 
1 
e i(sxz/2)e-xz dx = . e-(x2/2)(l-ist dx 
J 
= (274”2/( 1 - isy2 ; 
so 
Mfp, = ((24”‘/( 1 - isy2)(dsy4. 
Making the substitutions (3.10) and noting that 
(COS e)(i - is) = (COS e - i sin e) = eFie 
we get 
Mq, = (27r)r/* eiw2(df3)1’4. (3.16) 
Apropos of the expression on the right, note that it is globally well defined 
on X. In fact the C-valued function, ezie, is globally well defined on X by 
(3.9); therefore, so also is the “quarter-form,” (@e2ie)1’4 = eie’2(de)y4, as a 
section of the “quarter-form” bundle 0. 
If we apply the operator, K, n times to q0 we get the 2n th Hermite 
function 
fpzn = ~Y*‘~(d/dx)~” epx2. (3.17) 
(See [9, p. 76, formula 5.91.) If on the other hand we apply the operator 
(2/G 9e2ie(a/aB) 
n times to (3.16) and note that for every function h on X 
(l/\/--1) ~e2ie(a/ae)(h(de)“4) 
= e2ie((l/~-i)(a/af?) + ;) h(dey4, 
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we get 
Mp2, = 2”(2n)‘/’ 1 . 3 . 5 . . . (2n - 1) eic2”+ v2)e(de)1’4. 
BY [9, P. 771, 
II(P2nllLZ = 2”fi! 6 
Letting v2,, be the normalized 2nth Hermite function 
W2” = P2nP” fi! fi 
we have proved: 
PROPOSITION 3.5. For all n = 0, 1, 2 ,..., 
Myn=a,e i(2n+ 1/2)0(&))1/4, 
where 
a, = fi ((2n!)1’2/2”n!). 
Note. From Stirling’s formula we get the estimate 
a, - fi (zn)-1’4 for n large. 
Consider now the norms 
Ilfll: = w.L.0 + IlfllL~ 
on S(R). Given g E C”(0) let 







II gll: = II((1/J-l>(~/~e))r8,11~2 + II goIL (3.23) 
Up to normalizing constants (3.22) and (3.23) are the usual Sobolev r-norms 
on S(R) and C,(O). The following is an immediate corollary of 
Proposition 3.5 and the estimate (3.21). 
PROPOSITION 3.6. For all f E S(R) 
IlMf II r+1,4 S Cona Ilfllzr. (3.24) 
In particular M extends to a continuous map of the Sobolev space H”(R) 
into H” “4(O). 
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From Proposition 3.5 we also get a simple description of the range of M. 
We recall (Proposition 2.10) that X is a boundary component of the Siegel 
domain, X,J, and 0 is the restriction to X of a holomorphic line bundle 
(which we have also called 0) on X2. In one dimension, Xl is the upper 
half-plane or, alternatively, the disk. We will prove 
PROPOSITION 3.7. g E Coo(O) is in the range of A4 if and only if it is the 
restriction to X of a holomorphic section of 0 on X,J . 
ProoJ: Representing Xc’ as the unit disk, every holomorphic section of 0 
over Xc’ is of the form f(z)(dz)“” where f(z) is a holomorphic function on 
the disk. By Proposition 3.5, the boundary values of such functions are 
precisely those functions which lie in the C”“-completion of the space 
spanned by the My,‘s. Q.E.D. 
This space is sometimes called the C” Hardy space and denoted by Zm. 
Let G? be the completion of X’O with respect to the norm (2.23). The 
following is, again, an immediate corollary of Proposition 3.5. 
PROPOSITION 3.8. M: Hz:,,(R) +F+ *4 is an isomorphism of Banach 
spaces. 
3.3. Let us now return to the n-dimensional case. We will see in the next 
section that many of the results above, for instance the estimates (3.24), are 
true in n-dmensions. On the other hand there are some features of the n- 
dimensional case which do not show up in the example above. In n- 
dimensions the transform M is, roughly speaking, much more overdeter- 
mined than in one dimension; so it is unreasonable to expect that its range 
can be described as simply as in Proposition 3.7. We will soon show, in fact, 
that other conditions are needed. Before we do so, however, we will make a 
few remarks at this point about the domain of definition of M. It is clear 
from (3.24) that, in one dimension, Mf makes sense for f E Ef. In fact since 
every tempered istribution is in some Sobolev space, Mf makes sense for 
f E S*(R). Let us show that the same is true in n-dimensions. Let B be a 
distinguished open subset of X and let Mpf = iktf 'J 0. By (3.2) 
C”f >(A> =J exp (fit 1 aijxixj) f(x) & (3.25) 
for f E S(R”). We will write (3.25) in such a way that it makes sense for 
f E S*(R”). Let 
(Xii), X, = Xji, 1 < i, j < n, 
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be a set of dual variables to the variables, (aij), the duality being given by 
(X,A)=jxUijXij. 
Let 
I: R” -+X-space 
be the map sending (x1,..., x,J to (Xij) = (xixj). I is a smooth, proper, two- 
one mapping and a local diffeomorphism except at the origin. Also note that 
if X = z(x), 
Ix~*=~xi[i=~x~4. (3.26) 
The image of I is the set of all positive semi-definite rank one symmetric 
matrices. 
Let f be an element of S*(R”). Then fdx is a generalized ensity on R”. 
Since I is proper, the push-forward, zJdx, is well defined (see 
[ 13, Sect. 6.11). Moreover, by (3.26), z* f dx is of tempered growth; so its 
Fourier transform 
jexp (fl$xai,Xij) r*fdx 
is well defined. We will define (Mf& to be the expression (3.27). Note that 
if f E S(R”) we can rewrite (3.27) as 
or 
jexp (~j~a,XiXj)~dx; 
so for f E S(R”) the two definitions of Mef agree. We have thus succeeded 
in defining Mf ‘j b, for f E ,S*(R”), on distinguished open subsets of X. By 
the transition rules, (2.54), the definitions agree on overlaps. Summarizing 
we have proved 
PROPOSITION 3.9. The transform A4 extends by continuity to a transform 
M: S*(R”) -+ C-m(O). (3.28) 
We will next show that at least part of Proposition 3.7 is true in n 
dimensions. 
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PROPOSITION 3.10. Let g be a smooth (or generalized) section of 0. 
Then g is in the range of M only if g is the boundary value of a 
holomorphic section of 0 over Xc’. 
Remark. We will shortly see that the “if” part of Proposition 3.7 is far 
from being true in n-dimensions. 
Proof. Let 
A + f, = exp fi$ x aijxixj 
be the generalized section o O* over X,’ given by (2.57). Since this section is 
non-vanishing it gives us a trivialization 
0 s trivial C-bundle 
over X,’ ; and, via this trivialization, we can view sections of 0 over Xb as 
ordinary C-valued functions. Note that since Im A is positive definite, f, is 
actually an element of S(R”). Given f E S*(R”) the function 
is holomorphic in A and has Mf as its boundary value. This proves that 
elements in the range of M are the restrictions to X of holomorphic sections 
of 0 over Xc’. Q.E.D. 
The additional conditions which an element, g, of Coo(O) must satisfy in 
order to belong to the range of A4 can be expressed locally as “constant coef- 
ficient” partial differential equations. Before we state explicitly what these 
conditions are, we need to make a few observations about the geometry of 
the distinguished open sets, 8’. Recall that, by definition, B = B(x,) consists 
of all points x E X which are in general position with respect to a fixed 
point, x, E X. Let x,, be any point in B and let A, and A, be the 
Lagrangian subspaces represented by x0 and x,. We can always choose a 
basis {e, ..., e,) of A, and {f, ,..., f,} of A, such that 
w(ei, ej) = 0, w(J, fj) = 0 and Lo(ei, fj) = 6,. (3.29) 
In fact once we prescribe the basis (f,,..., f,} the conditions (3.29) determine 
le 1 ,***, e,) . If x is any point of 4 and A the Lagrangian space it represents, A
has a unique basis of the form 
pi = ei - x aijfj, aij = aji ; 
and the (aij)‘s are a system of coordinates on 8. Let us see to what extent 
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this coordinate system depends on the choices we have made. It is clear that 
if we make a linear change of the j’s: 
we get a linear change of the e’s 
e; = ?’ cijej, 
With C = (B-l)‘. and a new set of coordinates (a;) which are related to the 
old coordinates by 
A’ = BLAB. (3.3 1) 
What about the choice of the base point, x,,. Suppose xb is another point of 
d and lil, the Lagrangian subspace corresponding to it. By (3.30) /ib has a 
basis of the form 
and we can rewrite (3.30): 
so the new coordinates are related to the old by 
A’=A-A,,. (3.32) 
Since neither the coordinate change (3.31) nor the coordinate change (3.32) 
affects the afftne structure on 8, we have proved 
PROPOSITION 3.10. Each distinguished open set, b, possesses a 
canonical aflne structure. 
As we proved in Section 2, the line bundle 0, possesses a trivialization 
which is canonical up to a constant multiplicative factor; so, as a corollary 
of Proposition 3.10 we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.11. There is an intrinsically defined ring of constant 
coeflcient partial dlgerential operators on Fp and this ring operates intrin- 
sically on C*(O). 
We will now show that for an element, g, of C”(O) to be in the range of 
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44, its restriction to d must satisfy a system of constant coefficient 
differential equations. As above let I be the map 
45 3..*3 X,) = (Xixj), 
and let C [x] and C[X] be the polynomial rings in the variables (x, ,..., x,) 
and (Xi& respectively. Given a polynomial r = r(X), let (z*r)(x) be its pull- 
back with respect o z. The map 
z*: C[X] + Cjx] 
is a ring homomorphism, and its kernel, which we will denote by 7, is an 
ideal in C[X]. 
Given a polynomial p =p(X) in the variables, (X,), we will denote by 
p(D) the constant coefficient operator on d obtained by substituting 
D, = (2/fi)(a/aaij) 
for X, in p. 
PROPOSITION 3.12. Let MF be the restriction of M to the distinguished 
open set 4. Then for all p E 3, p(D)Mp = 0. 
ProoJ By definition 
p(D) Mf =p(D) J exp (\/-ii x a,XiXj) f(Xl).**) Xn) dX 
=jexp (~~\‘a,xixj)(r*p)(x)f(x)dx; 
so if r*p = 0, the right-hand side is zero. Q.E.D. 
Remark. 1. It is clear from (3.31) and (3.32) that the ideal of 
differential operators 
1 P(D), P E s-1 (3.33) 
is intrinsically associated to ~9; i.e., is independent of the choice of linear 
coordinates, (aij). 
2. It is easy to see that 7 is generated by the determinants of the 
2 x 2 minors in the matrix, (X,). For instance, X,,X,, - (X,,)’ is in 7. 
3. It turns out that the conditions mentioned in Proposition 3.12 plus 
the holomorphicity condition mentioned earlier are sufJicient to characterize 
the range of M. Unfortunately, at the moment we do not know how to prove 
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this without using some rather complicated microlocal arguments based on 
the material in Section 6. It would be pleasant o have an elementary proof 
of this fact. 
Let us now come back to the co-isotropic submanifold, Z;, of T*X which 
we introduced in section 2. We can begin to indicate why this manifold plays 
a role in our analysis of M. 
PROPOSITION 3.13. Given f E S*(R”) the wave front set of Mf is 
contained in Z. 
Proof. The characteristic variety of the system of differential equations 
(3.33) is ZU (-Z); so by Proposition 3.12 the wave front set of Mf is 
contained in this set. However, by Proposition 3.10 the wave front set cannot 
contain points lying in the directions, -Z. Q.E.D. 
A concluding remark. Kostant has pointed out to us that the results 
described above are part of a general sceme for describing invariant 
subspaces of non-unitarizable principal series representations. In this sceme 
the open sets, 0, are generalized Shubert cells on G/P; and the existence of 
an intrinsic affme structure on d is a reflection of the fact that these Shubert 
cells are acted on in a simply transitive way by a certain nilpotent Lie group, 
N. In this picture the universal enveloping algebra of N contains an ideal 
corresponding to 7. Associated to this ideal is a system of N-invariant 
differential equations on 8, and the solutions of these equations are exactly 
the restrictions to B of functions belonging to the invariant subspace. We 
will briefly touch on these matters in Section 6 in the course of proving 
Theorem 6.9. 
4. UNITARITY PROPERTIES OF THE TRANSFORM M 
4.1. In Section 3 we made a detailed analysis of the transform 
M: S(R)+ Cm(@) in one dimension and, in particular, obtained sharp 
Sobolev estimates for M. In this section we will do the same thing for the 
transform, M, in n dimensions. A few group-theoretical complications (which 
we kept dexterously out of sight in Section 3) come up in n dimensions; 
however, by and large the n-dimensional case is not much harder than the 
one-dimensional one. 
We recaI1 from Section 2 that the manifold X can be regarded as a 
homogeneous pace in several ways. To begin with, it is a homogeneous 
Sp(n)-space. Since Mp(n)+ Q(n) double covers Q(n), it is also a 
homogenous Mp(n)-space; and since the subgroup, U(n), of Sp(n) acts 
transitively on X, it is a homogeneous U(n)-space (with isotropy group, 
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O(n)). Finally, a fourth option is available to us: Let K be the pre-image of 
U(n) in Mp(n) and M the preimage of O(n). Then X can be viewed as the K- 
homogeneous pace 
x = K/M. (4.1) 
The component of the identity in it4 is a group which is isomorphic to SO(n) 
under the covering map, Mp(n) -+ Sp(n). Consider the K-homogeneous pace 
x, = K/SO(n). (4.2) 
The natural map p: X, + X is a fourfold covering of X by X, . The reason we 
introduce this covering map here is because of the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.1. The pull-back line bundle, p*O, on X, has a canonical 
K-invariant trivialization. 
Proof. As we showed in Section 2, the line bundle 0 is canonically 
isomorphic to the line bundle AY2E. The latter is clearly a K-homogeneous 
bundle; in fact it is the induced bundle associated with the character 
(det)“*: M + C. (4.3) 
The proposition follows from the fact that the restriction of this character to 
SO(n) is the identity character. Q.E.D. 
Going back for a moment o X, note that the character (4.3) is unitary; so 
the bundle A”*E has a K-invariant unitary structure. If ~1 is a K-invariant 
volume form on X we can equip Cm(@) with the pre-Hilbert structure 
(f, .d =,(x (f, g>, 44x), 
( , ), being the inner product on the fiber above x. By Proposition (4.1) we 
get a K-equivariant imbedding: 
p*: cyo) -+ P(X,). 
Moreover if we equip Cm(X1) with the pre-Hilbert structure 
(4.3) 
(f, s> =/xl (fd(x) d/4x) 
where ,u, =p*,~, then (4.3) is an isometry. Let 
M,: S(R”) -+ P(X,) (4.4) 
580/42/2-4 
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be the composite map, p*M. The goal of this section will be to obtain a kind 
of “Plancherel formula” for M, however, because of the triviality of the line 
bundle p*O it will be more convenient o prove this formula in terms of M, 
rather than M. 
4.2. In our derivation of this formula, we will require a few group- 
theoretic generalities: Let G be a compact Lie group, H a closed subgroup of 
G and X the homogeneous pace G/H. Let ,U be the unique G-invariant 
measure on X of total measure one. G has a natural unitary representation 
on the Hilbert space, L’(X, dp); and, under this representation, L’(X, 6) 
breaks up into a Hilbert space direct sum of finite dimensional irreducible 
subrepresentations. The following proposition tells us what subrepresen- 
tations can occur and with what multiplicity: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let V be aJnite dimensional Hilbert space, and 
q: G--+ U(V) 
an irreducible unitary representation. Then the number of times the represen- 
tation V occurs in L2(X) is identical with the dimension of the space of H- 
fixed vectors in V. In particular, in order for V to occur at all, it must admit 
a non-zero H-fixed vector. 
Proof. Let 
~1: H-t W’,) 
be any finite dimensional unitary representation of H and let 
p;“: G -+ U(q) 
be the corresponding induced representation on G. The classical Frobenius 
Theorem (see [27]) says that 
Hom,( V, V;r) z Hom,( V, V,) . 
The proposition above is just the special case of this theorem with p1 the 
trivial one-dimensional representation of H. Q.E.D. 
If the space of H-fixed vectors in V is one-dimensional, then, by the 
proposition above, V occurs just once in L’(X). Let us actually think of V as 
an invariant subspace of L*(X). If f is an H-fixed vector in V, then we can 
also think of f as an L2-function on X. We will need the following formula 
for the L2 norm of f. 
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PROPOSITION 4.3. Let f(0) be the value of f at the identity coset in 
X = G/H. Then 
IMILl = IfW(dim VI”‘. (4.5) 
The proof is an elementary application of Shur’s lemma. Since it is not 
terribly long we will include it here. We will need Shur’s lemma in the 
following form. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let p: G + U(V) be an irreducible unitary representation of 
G on the jinite dimensional Hilbert space, V, and let A: V -+ V be a linear 
mapping. Let dg be normalized Haar measure on G. Then 
I .p(g-‘)Ap(g)dg= (dim V)-’ (traceA)I. (4.6) 
Proof: The right hand side of (4.6) is a linear map of V into V which 
commutes with p(g) for all g. Therefore, it is a constant multiple of I. 
Taking the trace of both sides of (4.6) one gets for the constant: 
(dim V)- ’ trace A. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let v be a unit vector in V. Then 
(G l@(g) 0, u>l” dg = (dim v>-‘. (4.7) 
Proof. Let A be orthogonal projection onto the one-dimensional space 
spanned by v. Applying both sides of (4.6) to v we get 
/ {p( g-l) Ap(g) v} dg = (dim V)-’ v. 
Finally taking the inner product of both sides of this equation with v we get 
(4.7). Q.E.D. 
We will now prove the proposition. Let v be a unit vector in V which is 
fixed under H. For each w E V let f,: G + C be the function 
Note that f,( gh) = (w, p(g) p(h) v) = (w, p(g) v) = f,(g) for h E H; so f, 
is actually a function on G/H. The map 
v-r L2(KL w+fw (4.8) 
is G-invariant; so its image is the unique copy of V in L*(X) whose existence 
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we were able to ascertain from the Frobenius theorem. In particular the 
image of u itself under (4.8), i.e., the function, f,, is, up to a constant 
multiple, the function, f, in Proposition 4.3. The value of this function at the 
identity coset is one; and, by the corollary to Lemma 4.4, its L*-norm is 
(dim V)- “‘. Q.E.D. 
4.3. This concludes our digression on group theory. Let us now come 
back to the transform (4.4). Our method for studying this transform will be 
to decompose S(R”) into a direct sum of irreducible K-invariant subspaces 
and to examine how the transform behaves on each of these subspaces. As in 
Section 2, let us identify C*” with the complement of the center in the 
complexified Heisenberg algebra, /Zig+ i @ C; and for u E C*” let dp(v) be the 
operator on S(R”) associated with u via the Stone-Von Neumann represen- 
tation. Let /i be the Lagrangian subspace of C*” spanned by 
ei-fl&, i=l,..., n. 
Since K is, by definition, the subgroup of i%@(n) which leaves A fixed, K also 
leaves fixed the subspace of S(R”): 
{J-E S(R"),dp(v)f=O, Vv EA}. 
As we saw in Section 2, this subspace is one-dimensional nd spanned by the 
function f, = eWX2/‘. Moreover, (again see Section 2) for A E K 
Af, = (det A)l” fO. (4.9) 
Let wi = e, + flfi. The wI)s also span a K-invariant subspace of C*” 
(the conjugate space to /i). The polynomial expressions in the w’s 
1 a,wa,a,EC lal=k I 
can be thought of as a K-invariant subspace of the universal enveloping 
algebra of h,,,,. In the Stone-Von Neumann representation, wi gets 
represented as the operator, (a/ax,) -Xi, and C a, wa by the operator 
,y a,((a/ax) - xy. 
Therefore the subspace of S(R") 
vk = I , gk a,((a/ax> - a fo, ‘, E ’ I (4.10) a 
is a K-invariant subspace of S(R”). However, ((a/ax) - x)~ f0 is, up to a 
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constant multiple, the a th Hermite function. For 1 al = k these functions are 
precisely the eigenfunctions of the harmonic oscillator 
H = {(-A + 2) (4.11) 
associated with the eigenvalue 
k + n/2 (k = 0, 1, 2 ,..., ). (4.11)’ 
This shows first of all that the metaplectic action of K on S(R”) commutes 
with the harmonic oscillator, and, secondly, that the eigenspaces of the 
harmonic oscillator provide us with a direct sum decomposition of S(R”) 
into K-invariant subspaces. 
Since the subgroup, SU(rt), of U(n) is simply connected, it has an 
isomorphic copy sitting above it in K; so, in fact, we can think of W(n) as a 
subgroup of K. By (4.9) the action of sU(n) on V, is trivial; therefore by 
(4.10) the representation of W(n) on I’, is identical with the representation 






This representation is the kth symmetric power of the standard represen- 
tation of SU(n) on C”; and it is well known that this representation is 
irreducible; so we conclude that the representation of K on V, is irreducible. 
Another way of looking at the decomposition into the Vk’s is as follows: 
U(n) has a one-dimensional center, viz., the subgroup 
{e, = efle Identity, 0 < 0 < 27r}, 
so it follows that K also has a one-dimensional center. By (4.9) the action of 
this central subgroup on V,, is the action 
e, f. = ei(*2)e f. . 
Moreover, since e,wi = efiO,,, i = I,..., n, by (4.10) the action of this 
subgroup on Vk is the action 
e, -+ ei(ki*2’0 Identity. 
Therefore, the infinitesimal generator of this subgroup is precisely the 
harmonic oscillator. It is now clear why the harmonic oscillator commutes 
with K. 
Since the subspace of odd functions in S(R”) is in the kernel of the 
transform (4.4) we will only be interested in the even Vk’s. M, maps each of 
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these spaces bijectively onto an irreducible subspace of L’(X,). Moreover, 
since the representation of K on both spaces is unitary and M, is K- 
equivariant, M, is an isometry on each of these spaces, up to a constant of 
conformality which depends only on k; i.e., 
II~,fl12 = ~kllfll’ (4.12) 
for all fe V,,. Therefore, to get a hold of the unitarity properties of M,, all 
we have to do is compute the numbers, uk. This will require a few 
preliminary results. Recall that SO(n) is a subgroup of K. 
PROPOSITION 4.5. The space of SO(n)-invariant vectors in V,, is one- 
dimensional. 
ProoJ The space in question is the space of radially symmetric solutions 
of the equation 
$(--A +x2) f = (2k + n/2) f, 
i.e., the space of solutions of the equation 
fE W”); 
{-f((d/dr2) + (n - 1)(1/4)(d/r)) + r2/2} f = (2k + n/2) f (4.13) 
with f E S(R). It is clear that this equation can have at most two 
independent solutions. It is also clear that one of these solutions has a 
singularity at the origin; so this space is at most one dimensional. Of course 
we know then that it has to be exactly one dimensional by the Fobenius 
theorem since V,, occurs as a subrepresentation of L2(X). Let us, however, 
explicitly solve (4.13) and get hold of f. We will assume f is of the form 
where 
f(r) = g(r) e-py2, (4.14) 
g(r)=c,r2k+ck-,r2k-2+..s+~0. (4.15) 
From (4.13) we get the following equation for g: 
-$g” + {r - ((n - 1)/2)(1/r)} g’ = 2kg. (4.16) 
If we plug the expression (4.15) into this equation we get the following 
recursion relations for the cI)s 
(-l)(k - i) ci = (i + l)(i + n/2) ci+ , , O<i<k (4.17) 
from which we can determine g explicitly. Q.E.D. 
We will need the following a little later on. 
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PROPOSITION 4.6. The function g in (4.15) satis$ies 
k-l 
co=(-l)k n (i+n/2)ck. (4.18) 
i=O 
Proof. This follows from just iterating (4.17). Q.E.D. 
We will next give an alternative description of the SO(n)-invariant element 
in VZk. Let A: S(R”) --* S(R”) be the differential operator 
f -+ exY2A(e-xY2f). (4.19) 
We leave as an exercise for the reader the verification of the following 
bracket relation: 
[H,A] =2A. (4.20) 
Let us deduce from (4.20) the following: 
PROPOSITION 4.7. Let f, = epxq2 and for all k > 0 let fk = A “fo. Then fk 
is, up to constant multiple, the unique SO(n)-invariant element of Vlk. 
ProoJ By induction on k. Suppose 
Hfk = (2k + n/2) fk . 
Then 
Hfk+, = HAfk = AHfk + 2Af, 
=(2k+2++)f,+,. Q.E.D. 
The main computational lemma we will need is the following: 




llfk% = ($9” lfjk k! II, (i + n/2), 
k-l 
fk(0) = (-l)k 4k n (i + n/2). (4.22) 
i=O 
The proof of (4.21) and (4.22) will be via a series of lemmas. Let 
fk = g, eex212. 
LEMMA 4.9. The highest order term in the polynomial g, is qkxZk. 
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Pro@ Let di = (a/a~~)~. Then 
fk = e-x2f2Ake-x2 zze-““2(A, + . . . + AJk epx2 
= k! 2 (l/a!) e-““2Ayl . . . A;n @ 
lal =k 
= k! 1 (l/a!) H2=,(X*) ** * I&“(XJ, 
lal =k 
where H,,(t) is the 2rth Hermite function in one variable. This function is 
the product of e-t?2 and the 2rth Hermite polynomial whose leading coef- 
ficient is (2t)2’. (See [9, p. 76, formula 63’1.) Therefore the leading coef- 
ficient of g, is 
or 
k! x ( l/a!)(2x,)2”1 * * * (2Xk)2ak 
la1 =k 
((2x,)2 + * * * + (2X,)2)k = 4kX2. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.10. Let A’ be the formal transpose of the operator A. Then 
[H,A’]=-24’. 
Proof. Just take the transpose of (4.20). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 4.11. Affk= 16k(k- 1 +n/2)fk-,. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.10 Affk lies in the (2k - 2 f n/2)th eigenspace of H. 
(Compare with the proof of Proposition 4.7.) Therefore, Ayk = bkfk- 1 for 
some constant, b,. By Lemma 4.9 
fk = (4kx’k + . . . ) e-x?‘. 
Applying A’= e-X2f2Aex2i2 to this expression we get an expression of the form 
{ 16k(k - 1 + n/2) 4k-‘x2k-2 + . . . ) e-X2/2, 
so b, = 16k(k - 1 + n/2). Q.E.D. 
We will now prove Proposition4.8. Formula (4.22) is an immediate 
consequence of Lemma 4.9 and (4.18). As for (4.2 1) 
j f~dX=(Afk-,f,d~= jfk-&--ldX 
= 16k(k - 1 + n/2) 1 f :-, dx 
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by Lemma 4.11, and (4.21) follows by induction. (Note that 
1 fi dx = J” eexz dx = (fi)“.) Q.E.D. 
Finally we will combine Proposition 4.8 with the group theoretical results 
discussed at the beginning of this section to prove 
THEOREM 4.12. The constant of conformality, ak in (4.12) is given by 
the formula 
k-l 
ak = Kn12(n - l)! ((2k)!/k!(2k + n - I)!) JJ (i + n/2). 
i=O 
(4.23) 
Proof. We must compute the I.,*-norm of Mlfk. By Proposition 4.3, to do 
this, it is enough to evaluate M, fk at o, the identity coset in X, . Let x be the 
image of o in X. We can take x to be the point in X associated with the 
Lagrangian subspace in R*” spanned by the basis vectors {f, ,..., f,} in (2.1). 
The fiber, O,*, of the line bundle O* at x has as a basis vector the 
distribution, 6. To evaluate MIfk at o is the same as pairing the element 
Mfk(x) E 0, with the element, 6 E 0,. * However by the definition of M this 
is the same as pairing fk, regarded as an element of S(R”) with 6 regarded 
as an element of S*(R”), i.e., 
MLfk(0) = fk(O)* 
By Proposition 4.3 we conclude 
ii"lfkit2= (dim V2k)-1 Ifk(“>12e (4.24) 
Now note that 
dim VZk= (‘“,+_“I ‘) = (!&~~~l~~!. (4.25) 
Proof. Let H,(x) be rth Hermite function in one dimension. Then the 
functions 
H&d . . . fL,W IaI=2k 
form a basis of V, i.e., dim V is equal to the number of multi-indices of 
length 2k or, in other words, equal to ( 2knt_“; ’ ). Q.E.D. 
Now 
Substituting into this expression (4.21), (4.22) and (4.25) we get the formula 
(4.23) for ak. Q.E.D. 
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Let yn be the universal constant 
y” = n*22”-‘z+r/2)/z-(n), (4.26) 
where r is the usual gamma function and m = [n/2], the largest integer 
<n/2. Let p(x) be the mth order polynomial: 
y,(2x+n-1)(2x+n-3)...(2~+ l), n even, 
y,(2x+n-1)(2x+n-3)...(2~+2), n odd. 
(4.27) 
In even dimensions formula (4.23) can be written in the much simpler form 
uk = p(k)- ‘, n even. (4.28) 
Proof. 
uk=n-d2 (m+k-1Y (n - l)! 
k’(m-l)! (2k+n-1)(2k+f1-2)~~~(2ktl) 
7c-“‘(n - l)! (k t m - I)@ t m - 2) . . . (k + 1) 1 = 
(m - l)! (2ktn- l)**. (2k+ 1) =p(k). 
Q.E.D. 
A similar argument shows that in odd dimensions 
(4.29) 
where 
4(x) =P(xmx + 1 Ye + W). (4.30) 
Though q(x) is not a polynomial, it is a classical symbol of order n/2, i.e., 
by Stirling’s formula (see [41, p. 2521) 
q(x) N xd2 (2 w-f) 
for x large. 
In even dimensions let 
P: S(R”) -+ S(R”) 
be the differential operator obtain by substituting H for x in the polynomial 
p( 1/2(x - n/2)). Then Theorem 4.12 gives us the following Plancherel 
formula for M 
Pm MY-) = llfl12, (4.32) 
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for all f E Seven(R”). It also gives us the associated inversion formula: 
M*MP = PM*M = Identity, (4.33) 
M* being the transpose of M with respect to L2-structures on C”(0) and 
S,,,,(R”). (Note that there is no problem defining M* since M is bounded in 
the L2-norms by Theorem 4.12.) 
In odd dimensions, the results are similar but a little bit more complicated. 
We can form the operator 
Q:S(R")+S(R") 
by substituting H into q( 1/2(x - n/2)) in the sense of spectral theory, i.e., 
setting Q = q(k) Identity on the kth eigenspace of H. This operator is not a 
differential operator; however, because of the asymptotic expansion (4.32), it 
is well defined as a pseudodifferential operator. Moreover, it is elliptic, self- 
adjoint, positive definite and has nice continuity properties with respect to 
the Schwartz space norms. In odd dimensions the Plancherel formula and 
inversion formula for the transform M are given by 
MX W) = llfll’ (4.34) 
and 
QM*M = M*MQ = Identity (4.35) 
We will conclude this section by discussing some Sobolev estimates for M. 
Let t be the Lie algebra of K and Cl the Cassimir element in the universal 
enveloping algebra of I. Via the infinitesimal representation of t on C,(O), 0 
gets represented as a positive definite elliptic differential operator of second 
order 
8: P(O) --+ C”(0). 
For f E Cm(@) let 
llfllf = 0 + lY.LfL2. 
These norms are compatible with the usual Sobolev r-norms on Cm(@). 
Since Cl is in the center of the universal enveloping algebra oft, t?l commutes 
with the action of K on Coo(O); so in particular 
n = d, Identity 
on each of the spaces M(V,,). To compute the dk’s, we will use some 
theorems about how central elements in the universal enveloping algebra of a 
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semi-simple Lie algebra get represented in an irreducible representation of 
the associated group. 
First of all note that 
f = u(n) = m(n) @ u(l), 
where u(n), su(n) and u(l) are the Lie algebras respectively of u(n), Su(n) 
and U( 1). Corresponding to this decomposition of 1, we get a corresponding 
decomposition of the Cassimir of t 
q =o, +o,, 
Cl, being the Cassimir element of su(n) and Cl, the Cassimir element of u(l). 
Earlier on in this section we showed that the representation of W(n) on 
V,, is the 2kth symmetric power of the standard representation of SU(n) on 
C”. In particular if czO is the maximal weight of the standard representation 
of Su(n) on C”, 2ka, is the maximal weight of the representation of W(n) 
on V,,. By a theorem of Freudenthal (see [20, p. 2471) there exist constants 
a, b, c with a > 0 such that 0, acts on V,, as 
(ak* + bk + c) Identity (4.36) 
for all k. As for q ,, it acts on V,, as the square of the harmonic oscillator; 
i.e., as 
(2k + n/2)* Identity. (4.37) 
Thus with different constants a, b and c 
d, = ak’ + bk + c, a > 0. (4.38) 
For f E: S(R”) let 
IlfC = WA fh H = $(-A + x2). 
Using (4.38) we will prove 
THEOREM 4.13. For f E S,,,,(R”) 
IlMf II r+d4 G C(r) Il.% (4.39) 
Proof: It is enough to check (4.39) for f E V,, and IIf IILz = 1. In this 
case the right-hand side of (4.39) is (2k + n/2)’ and the left-hand side of 
order kpd4 times krtn/l. Q.E.D. 
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5. A CLASS OF FOURIER INTEGRAL OPERATORS 
5.1. In the last two sections we have been concerned with global 
properties of the transform M. In the next section we will focus our attention 
on microlocal properties of M. The material in this section, which is a 
preparation for Section 6, is partly a review of some results of Alan 
Weinstein, as exposed by us in the article [ 141, and partly an amplification 
of these results. We assume in this section that the reader is familiar with the 
standard facts about pseudodifferential operators, Fourier integral operators, 
wave front sets, etc. 
Let X be a compact manifold and 2: a homogeneous ubmanifold of 
T*X- 0. Z is co-isotropic if for each cr E Z, (T,Z)’ c T,Z. Let V, = 
(T,C)‘. It is easy to see that the vector bundle, I’-+ Z, whose fiber at u is V, 
is an integrable subbundle of TC. The associated foliation of 2: is called the 
co-isotropic foliation. We will henceforth make the following strong 
assumptions about Z. 
AXIOM Fl. The co-isotropic foliation has compact leaves ana’ is 
fibrating; i.e., there exists a smooth Hausdorff manifold, S. and a smooth, 
proper, fiber mapping, p: .Z -+ S, whose fibers are the connected leaves of the 
co-isotropic foliation. 
If Axiom Fl is satisfied, S possesses a canonical sympletic two-form os 
with the property that p*w, is the restriction to Z of the canonical sympletic 
form, o, on FX - 0. (See [ 14, Proposition 2.11.) Since Z is homogeneous, 
the free R+ action on r”X - 0 given by (x, {) + (x, A<) for (x, c) E FX - 0 
and 2 E R+, induces a free Rt-action on Z and a quotient R+-action on S. 
We will also henceforth assume 
AXIOM F2. The action of Rt on S is free. 
Given a E R+ let ya : S + S be the diffeomorphism of S associated with a. 
It is easy to see that the Rt-action on S transforms the symplectic form 
according to the law 
ya*w, = ao,. (5.1) 
Let r be the fiber product 
{(u, 0’) E ‘r x z P(U) = P(O’)}. (5.2) 
r is a homogeneous, closed submanifold of (T*X - 0) x (TFX - 0). In 
Section 2 of [ 141 we prove 
PROPOSITION 5.1. r is a canonical relation. 
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This canonical relation has some remarkable properties. We recall that, 
given any canonical relation r in (PX - 0) X (P-*x - 0) its transpose is 
r’ = {(u, a’); (u’, a) E r}, 
and given two canonical relations, Ti, i = 1, 2, their composition is 
(5.3) 
ri o r, = ((0, rY), 30’ with (c, a’) E ri and (u’, a”) E r,}. (5.3)’ 
The set (5.3) is automatically a canonical relation; but this is not necessarily 
the case for the set (5.3)‘. It is the case, however, if the intersection 
4 
(r, xr,)n(T*Xx3 x rCx)~5?iZ??G (5.4) 
is a clean intersection in the sense of [lo]. In particular if r is the canonical 
relation (5.2), r x r turns out to satisfy (5.4) and 
r=ror=rt. (5.5) 
These identities have interesting analytical implications. Let 9z be the space 
of Fourier integral operators associated with r. (See Hormander [ 18, 
Sect. 41.) It follows from (5.5) that if A is in 9z, so is A’; and if A and B are 
in 9r, so is AB. In other words 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Sz is a *-algebra. 
Attached to each A E 9z is its symbol, u(A). In the usual theory of the 
symbolic calculus for FIO’s (see Section 4 of [ 181 or Section 6.4 of [ 131). 
u(A) is a half-density or a half-form on r.’ However, for 9z, it is useful to 
give a somewhat different interpretation to u(A). Let s be a point of the 
symplectic manifold, S, and F, the fiber above s in Z + S. Let //i ]‘I2 F, be 
the line bundle of half-densities on the manifold F, and let Y@$ be the *- 
algebra of smoothing operators 
{K: C=‘(lA /1’2 FS) + C”(lA 11’* F,)}. 
Let U be an open subset of S. A mapping 
u 3 s -+ K(S) E PFP, (5.6) 
will be said to be smooth if the following is true. Let ~5) be the Schwartz 
kernel of the operator K(S). By definition ~6) is a smooth half-density on 
’ Actually a half-density times a Maslov factor. We will be somewhat cavalier about 
Maslov factors below. 
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F, X F,. We will say (5.6) is smooth if ~6) is also smooth as a function of 
the parameter s. We will denote by Yb the sheaf which assigns to U the set 
of ail smooth maps, (5.6). 94 will be viewed from now on as a sheaf of *- 
algebras. 
The set of half-densities on I’ is itself a *-algebra with respect o the usual 
rules for composing and taking transposes of symbols. (The rule for 
composing symbols under the clean intersection hypothesis, (5.4), is a little 
intricate. See Section 4 of [lo].) We now claim: 
PROPOSITION 5.3. The *-algebra of half-densities on r is canonically 
isomorphic to the *-algebra of global sections of 98. 
Proof. Let y = (ui , a,) be a point of r and let s = ~(0,) = ~(a,). One has 
the following fiber product of vector spaces 
TYI- - TO,.?2 
I I 
T&I--+ TJ. 
The symplectic structure on S provides us with a half-density on T,S; so 
there is an identification 
Hence a section of ] TTI”* determines the Schwartz kernel of a smoothing 
operator on the fiber above each point of S. This sets up a vector space 
isomorphism between the two algebras. Some effort is required in checking 
that it is an algebra isomorphism as well. Q.E.D. 
For A E 9z we now have two interpretations for a(A). On the one hand it 
is a half-density (or half-form) on r and on the other hand it is a global 
section of the sheaf of operators, YB, on S. Both these interpretations will 
be useful to us. Analytic properties of A, such as ellipticity, are best 
described in terms of the first notion of symbol; whereas algebraic properties 
are much more easily understood in terms of the second notion. 
In addition to being a *-algebra, ~2~ has an additional structure. It is both 
a left and a right module with respect to the algebra of pseudodifferential 
operators: If Q is a pseudodifferential operator and A is in sz, both AQ and 
AQ are in 9z. At the symbolic level this module structure takes on the 
following appearance. 
PROPOSITION 5.4. For s E S let qs be the restriction of o(Q) to thefiber 
of Z -+ S above s. Then the symbol of AQ at s is the element of the algebra 
.Y@ obtained by composing the operator “multiplication by qs” with the 
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symbol of A at s. The symbol of QA is the same except that the composition 
is reversed. 
If the symbol of Q = 0 on C, all this recipe tells us is that the leading 
symbol of AQ is zero; i.e., AQ is an operator of one order less than the sum 
of the orders of A and Q. In this case there is still a simple recipe for the 
leading symbols of AQ and QA. Since q = u(Q) = 0 on Z the Hamiltonian 
vector field, H,, is tangent to the fibers of .Z + S. Let qsub be the subprin- 
cipal symbol of Q. 
PROPOSITION 5.5. For each s E S let (l/\/--1) H4 + qsub be the first- 
order d@erential operator on the fiber above s obtained by restricting H, and 
4 sub to this fiber. Then the symbol of AQ at s is the composition of this 
operator with the symbol of A at s. The symbol of QA is the same except that 
the composition is reversed. 
The ring 9Z does not of course contain an identity element; however it 
turns out that it does contain lots of idempotents: operators, 7~ E 9E of order 
zero satisfying 
71 z.z 71’ = n2 (5.7) 
If K satisfies (5.7) then for each s E S, a(n)(s) is an idempotent in the ring 
9os. However, 9es is a ring of smoothing operators so the only idem- 
potents in it are orthogonal projections onto finite dimensional subspaces of 
Cm&4 (1’2 F,). It is easy to see that the rank of the operator a(n)(s) is a 
locally constant function of s. Indeed this rank is equal to 
trace 0(7r)(s). (5.8) 
Since (5.8) is a smooth integer valued function of s, it is locally constant. If 
S is connected, then (5.8) is a fixed integer, which we will call the symbolic 
rank of rr. 
Let L2(X) be the Hilbert space of square-integrable half-densities on X. 
Since 71 is of order zero, it follows from standard Sobolev estimates for FIO’s 
that a is bounded in the L2-norm and so extends to a self-adjoint idempotent 
on L2(X). We will continue to denote this idempotent by n. The range of rr in 
L2(X), which we will denote by H,, is a Hilbert subspace of L2(X). 
Given two idempotents, n, and n,, we will say they are cornmeasurable if 
the Hilbert spaces, H,, and H,, are cornmeasurable; i.e., H,, n H,, is of 
finite codimension both in H,, and in H,,. 
PROPOSITION 5.6. Let 7c, and x2 be idempotents in .9z with ?c, < 7c2. 
Then n, and x2 are commeasurable $ and only if a(~,) = u(7r2). 
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Proo$ If o(rr,) = a(~,) then 7c1 = 71, + K where K is a compact operator. 
If H,, and Hz2 were not cornmeasurable there would be an inlinite sequence 
.f,,f*,...,“&... of orthonormal elements of H,, n Hi, ; and we would have 
q~=J.=qfi+Kf;.=KKfi 
contracting the compactness of K. Conversely if H,, and Hz1 are 
cornmeasurable, then n, - 7~~ is of finite rank. Since both x, and 7c2 are self- 
adjoint and map C” into C” rc, - x2 must necessarily be a smoothing 
operator; so 0(X1) = 0(@. Q.E.D. 
We will say that 71 E B’z is a minimal idempotent if every rr, E 9s with 
x1 < 7c is cornmeasurable with n. As a corollary of Proposition 5.6 we have 
PROPOSITION 5.7. If 71 is of symbolic rank one, then 71 is a minimal idem- 
potent. 
Proof: if 71, < rr then n, = rr17c, rr; so a(~,) = U(X). 




be the line bundle whose fiber at s E S is the one-dimensional range of 
c(n)(s) (inside the infinite dimensional space, Cco(]/I V2 F,)). Let c, be the 
Chern class of this line bundle. (Recall that c, is an element of the integral 
cohomology group, H*(S, Z).) In [ 141 we proved that if rr, and rrZ are idem- 
potents of symbolic rank one, the following two assertions are equivalent: 
(0 C XI =c xl* 
(ii) There exists an element, U, of order zero in 9x and idempotents 
TC’, and K;, cornmeasurable with rc, and rc2 respectively, such that 
7c;=u*CJ and n’2 = uu*; (5.10) 
i.e., up to cornmeasurability, rr, and rr2 are unitarily equivalent inside the 
ring c%?X. 
In particular, if H*(S, Z) = 0, then, up to cornmeasurability, all 
idempotents of symbolic rank one are unitarily equivalent inside sX. 
5.2. We will say that an element of 9X is elliptic if its symbol, viewed as 
a half-density on r, is nowhere vanishing. In [14] we showed, following 
Weinstein, that 9X admits lots of elliptic idempotents of symbolic rank one. 
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For the rest of this section we will fix, for once and for all, one such idem- 
potent, z Associated with 7c is the subalgebra of L%‘~ : 
q = 7L9Tz 7t. (5.11) 
We will think of this algebra as a *-algebra of operators on the Hilbert 
space, H,. It is clear by (5.11) that if A E EYz then for each s E S the symbol 
of A, regarded as an element of YF”,, is a constant multiple of the symbol of 
7~; i.e., there exists a smooth function, a, on S such that for all s E S 
For simplicity we will henceforth call the function U, the symbol of A (rather 
than the product au(n)). It is easy to see that this symbol satisfies the same 
symbolic rules as are satisfied by the symbols of pseudodifferential 
operators, viz, 
(i) If A is of order k, o(A) is a homogeneous function of degree k. 
(ii) If A is of order k and o(A) = 0, then A is in fact of order k - 1. 
(iii) a(AB) = o(A) a(B). 
(iv) o(A ‘) = a(A). 
(v) o((A, B]) = (o(A), a(B)}, (Poisson bracket). 
Given rc, there is an alternative way of constructing the algebra, g*. It 
makes use of the following result which we prove in [ 141. 
PROPOSITION 5.8. Given A E gz there exists a pseudodifferential 
operator, Q, such that Qn = nQ and A = Q7z. 
We can think of Qrr as the restriction of Q to the Hilbert subspace, H, of 
L*(x). By Proposition 5.8 we can identify K= with the ring 
{Q ‘j H,, Q pseudodifferential nd [Q, K] = 0). (5.12) 
Note that if Q is a pseudodifferential operator commuting with II, then by 
Proposition 5.4 the symbol of Q restricted to Z is constant along the fibers of 
the fibration p: Z -+ S, that is, there is a smooth function, q, on S such that 
o(Q) 3.r = p*q- (5.13) 
It is obvious that if A = Qz E KX then the symbol of A as defined in the 
preceding paragraph is just the q in (5.13). 
One not only has a symbol theory for the algebra Kz but also a vestigal 
subprincipal symbol theory. This theory is considerably more subtle than the 
usual theory of the subprincipal symbol for pseudodifferential operators and 
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involves the line bundle, L,, in an essential way. (See (5.9).) Recall that the 
fiber of this bundle at s E S is a one-dimensional subspace of the Hilbert 
space of half-densities on I;,. This means that L, is, in a canonical way, a 
Hermetian line bundle. We will denote by ( , )(s) the Hermetian inner 
product in the fiber above s. Let Q be an element of Kx and q its symbol. We 
will prove 
PROPOSITION 5.9. There exists a jirst order dlflerential operator 
D, : Cm(L,) -+ C”(L,) (5.14) 
canonically associated with Q and satisfying 
Do& = bfllu +&P (5.15) 
((4~ v> +01, D, v))(s) = H&i, v)(s). (5.16) 
The proof of Proposition 5.9 requires a few preliminary observations. Let 
Q = Px, P being a pseudodifferential operator which commutes with ?r. By 
(5.13) a(P) ‘j Z = n*q. If p is the symbol of P and H,, the corresponding 
Hamiltonian vector field, this identity implies that H,, is tangent to C and 
projects down to H, on S. If v is a half-density on Z we will denote by H,v 
its Lie derivative with respect o the vector field H,. Let 
S 3 s -+ ,uu, E P(lA 11’2 F;) 
be a smooth map and let ( o 1 1’2 be the canonical half-density on S associated 
with the symplectic form. Then 
is a half-density on C; so we can take its Lie derivative with respect o H,, 
and represent he answer as 
H,v = Hpp @p* (c@*, (5.17) 
where the right-hand side of this equation is our definition of the Lie 
derivative of ,D. We will prove 
PROPOSITION 5.10. Let 
S 3 s -+ ps E C’(l/i l1’2 F,) 
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be a smooth section of the line bundle, L,. Then 
f& + V--Q,(P> P 
is also a secttion of L,. 
ProoJ The proof depends upon comparing the two interpretations of 
U(X) discussed earlier in this section. On the one hand, a(n) is a half-density, 
say u, on the manifold, r. On the other hand, it is a section of the 
sheaf Y@: 
For each s,, E S there exists an open neighborhood, U, of s0 in S and a 
section 
such that for s E S the Schwartz kernel of the operator K(S) is 
Pu, OF,. 
Let P, and P, be the operators 
P@I and I@P 
(5.18) 
on C”(X x X) and let p1 and p2 be their symbols. By assumption 
P7c - xP = 0; so by the well-known “transport equation” of Duister- 
maat-Hbrmander ([ 11, Sect. 5.31) 
Wp, + \/-1 ~su,,P~)) 0 = 0 (5.19) 
with P, = P, + Pi. Using (5.17) we can convert (5.19) into a comparable 
statement about the symbol (5.18); namely, for all s E S 
v,0Ps+Ps@v,=07 (5.20) 
where 
v’s = Wp + d&,,(Phl,~ (5.21) 
However, (5.20) can only be true if v, is a constant multiple of pu,, v, = c,u,, 
and Re c = 0. More generally if we replace ,u by a section of L, of the form, 
fp, where f is a smooth function on S we get 
(HP + \/-1%tl (J'))B = Wqf)~ +fW, + d=',,t#')h (5.22) 
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proving Proposition 5.10. We now come back to the proof of 
Proposition 5.9. Given a smooth section, S 3 s + vs, of L, we define 
D, v = (HP + 0 us”,,(P)) v. (5.23) 
It is clear from (5.22) that D, satisfies (5.15). Let us show that it satisfies 
(5.16). We verified above that if p is the section of L, in (5.18) then 
+, P)(S) = 1 and 
Re(D,p, P)(S) = 0. 
Let v, = f,~ and v2 = fi,u. We get 
(Qwd + hJ’,Q 
The second term is just 2 Re(D,p,p); so it vanishes; and the first term is 
H,(v, , v,); so this proves (5.16). Finally we must prove that the operator, 
D,, really depends just on Q. Suppose Q = Px = P’n. Let P” = P - P’. Since 
P’n= 0 
by Proposition 5.5; so the definition of (5.23) is the same whether we use P 
or P’. This concludes the proof of Proposition 5.9. Q.E.D. 
Suppose in particular that Q is self-adjoint. Then its symbol, q, is real- 
valued, and we can integrate H, to get a one-parameter group of symplectic 
diffeomorphisms 
(exp fHp): S + S. 
By integrating (5.17) we can lift this to a group of bundle morphisms 
(exp tD,): L, -+ L,. 
By (5.16), exp tD, preserves the Hermetian structure on L,. In particular let 
y be a periodic trajectory of exp tH, of period T. Ifs E y, then exp TD, maps 
(L,), into itself; so there exists a complex number, c(y), of modulus one such 
that 
(exp TDp)(u> = 4~) u (5.24) 
for all u E (L,),. It is clear that the definition of c(y) does not depend on the 
choice of s. We will see later on (in Section 7) that the constants, c(y), have 
an extremely interesting analytic interpretation. 
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5.3. We will conclude this section by discussing a characterization of the 
idempotent n which we will need in Section 6. This characterization involves 
the theory of “holonomic systems” (see Kashiwara et al. [23]). Let Y be a 
compact n-dimensional manifold and /1 a connected closed homogeneous 
Lagrangian submanifold of T* Y - 0. In the Hormander theory of Fourier 
integral distributions one attaches to the pair (Y, A) a filtered vector space of 
distributional half-densities, Z(Y, /i) = u Zk( Y, II). (See Section 3.3 of [ 181.) 
This space is a module over the ring of pseudodifferential operators: If P is a 
pseudodifferential operator of order k and ,U is in Z’(Y, A), Pp is in 
Zkt’( Y, A). Moreover, to each ,U E Zk(Y, A) is attached a symbol. This 
symbol, U(U), is a half-density on A of order of homogeneity k and if it 
vanishes, this implies ,U is in Zk-‘(Y, A). 
Now let ,U be a fixed member of Zk( Y, A) with nowhere vanishing symbol. 
Then the following is true: 
THEOREM A. Given a point 1, E A there exist n first order pseudodif- 
jierential operators, Pi, i = I,..., n such that 
Pi/l = 0, i = l,..., n. (5.25) 
Moreover if pi is the symbol of Pi then 
(i) the pI)s are real-valued and vanish on A, 
(ii) the dpi)s are linearly independent at I,, and 
(iii) the equations, p1 = a.. = p,, = 0, are a system 
(5.26) 
of defining equations for A near Lo. 
In the language of Kawai-Kashiwara-Sato, ,U satisfies a “maximally over- 
determined system” or “holonomic system” of pseudodifferential equations. 
Conversely, let ,U be a distribution half-density on Y with PIP&) c A. Let ,7’ 
be the left ideal in the ring of pseudodifferential opertors on Y consisting of 
all pseudodifferential operators, P, for which Pp = 0. The following converse 
of the theorem above is also true. 
THEOREM B. Suppose that for each ,I, E A there exist first order 
pseudodtrerential operators, Pi E 7, i = l,..., n, such that (5.26) holds for 
the symbols of the Pi)s. Then for some k, ,u is in Z’(Y, A) and has a nowhere 
vanishing symbol. 
For the proof of these theorems (in the setting of hyperfunctions) see KKS 
[23]. In view of these theorems one can regard the Fourier integral 
distribution, ,u, as being in some sense an object of less interest than the 
holonomic system (5.25) defining it. This is more or less the point of view 
taken by KKS in [23]. This point of view has some disadvantages. For 
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instance, given ,u, and ,u~ in Z(Y, rl), the system of equations defining ,~i + ,uuz 
is not easily describable in terms of the systems of equations defining ,ui and 
,u~. However, if the distribution, D, happens to be the kernel of an integral 
transform, the fundamental solution of a partial differential equation, the 
character of a group representation or some other such object “occuring in 
nature,” then it is often extremely useful to be able to get one’s hands on the 
system of equations (5.25). (See, for example, Kashiwara’s treatment of the 
Bergman kernel in [21].) 
With these remarks in mind, let us come back to the idempotent, n. The 
Schwartz kernel of x, which we will denote by e,, belongs to the space of 
Fourier integral distributions 
Z(X x x, z-y, 
where 
Moreover, by assumption the symbol of e, is everywhere non-vanishing. By 
Theorem A, e, satisfies a holonomic system of pseudodifferential equations. 
Let us try to extract these equations from what we already know about 7~. 
First of all we know that given any homogeneous function, q, of degree one 
on S there exists a pseudodifferential operator of order one, Q, such that 
Qrr-rrQ=O and 
4QW =p*q 
(see (5.13). Let Q’ be the operator, Q @Z-Z@ Q’, on XX X. The 
commutivity of Q and n can be expressed as the equation 
Q’en = 0. (5.27) 
It is easy to see that (5.27) provides k independent defining equations for e, 
where k = dim S. Since dim P = dim T*X and lim z = codim z + dim S, we 
are still missing 21 defining equations where I = codim 2. We get these 
additional equations as follows. 
PROPOSITION 5.11. Let o,, be a point of Z. Then there exist 1 j?rst order 
pseudodtflerential operators on X such that 
P,n=O, i = l,..., 1. (5.28) 
Moreover, ifpi = a(P,) then: 
(i) pi is real valued and vanishes on .?I. 
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(ii) dp , ,..., dp, are linearly independent at u,,. 
(iii) p, = . . . = p, = 0 are a system of deJning 
equations for Z near oO. 
(5.29) 
For the proof of this proposition, see [ 141. Note that from (5.38) we get 
the additional equations 
nPf = 0, i = l,..., I. (5.30) 
It is an easy exercise to check that Eqs. (5.27), (5.28), and (5.30) form a 
holonomic system. 
The converse of Proposition 5.11 is also true. As above, let L*(X) be the 
Hilbert space of square-integrable half-densities on X. 
PROPOSITION 5.12. Let 7~: L*(X)-+ L’(X) be a self-adjoint idempotent 
mapping C” n L2 into C” n L2. Suppose that for every smooth 
homogeneous function, q, on S, there exist pseudodt@erential operators Q, 
and Q2 with 
u(QA j ~=u(Q,)l~ =p*q (5.3 1) 
such that Q, 71 = xQ2. In addition suppose that for every u0 E Z there exist 
first order pseudodt@erential operators P, ,..., P, satisfying (5.28) and (5.29). 
Then n is in B?z and is an elliptic rank one idempotent. 
Proof. The system of equations satisfied by e, is a holonomic system 
with r as its characteristic variety; so by Theorem B, n is in LZ~ and is, in 
fact an elliptic element of gZ. To prove that 7c is of symbolic rank one, let s 
be an arbitrary point of S and let F, be the fiber of p: Z + S above s. The 
symbol a(n)(s) is an element of the ring of operators Yes ; so the Schwartz 
kernel of u(~)(s) is a half-density 
K(X, Y> (5.32) 
on F, x F,. Fixing y E F, let us consider (5.32) solely as a function of x. 
Since Pin = 0 for i = l,..., 1, by Proposition 5.5 this function satisfies the 
system of equations 
((l/\/-1> ffpi + usu,(Pi>) K(X, Y> = 03 i = l,..., 1. (5.33) 
The Hpt’s are tangent to F,. Moreover given a point x0 E F, we can choose 
the P,‘s so that the Hp,‘s span TxOF,. This means that the system of equations 
((l/fll Hpi + ~,,,(P,>) P = 0, i = I,..., 1, 
admits, up to constant multiples, just one smooth half-density solution p(x) 
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in the vicinity of x,,. By (5.33) there exists a smooth half-density v(y) on F, 
such that for all y and all x near x0, 
4% Y) = Ax> V(Y)* 
Since F, is connected it follows by an “analytic continuation” argument hat 
K(X, JJ) must have this form for all x and y. This proves that a(n)(s) is of 
rank one and hence that 7c is of symbolic rank one. Q.E.D. 
Remark. The hypothesis (5.31) can be slightly weakened. It is enough to 
assume that (5.31) is satisfied for sufficiently many q’s, namely for each 
s E S enough q’s so that the (dq)S’s span F. 
6. MICROLOCAL ASPECTS OF THE TRANSFORMM 
6.1. Let X be the Lagrangian Grassmannian and E +X its canonical 
bundle. In Section 2 we exhibited a canonical isomorphism of vector bundles 
S*(E) g T*X, (6.1) 
and from (6.1) obtained a mapping 
E-O--+T*X-0, (x3 u) + (x9 f.J 63 0). (6.2) 
The image, Z, of (6.2) is a submanifold of T*X - 0, and (6.2) is a double 
covering of Z by E - 0, the point, (x, u @ u), of Z having the two pre-image 
points (x, v) and (x, -v). 
Let X be the quotient of R*” - 0 by the antipodal mapping, u -+ --zI. The 
standard symplectic two-form on R2” is invariant under the antipodal 
mapping; so it defines a symplectic form, w, on S. Composing the inverse of 
the map (6.2) with the map 
E-O-+ R2"-0, (x,u)-+u (6.3) 
we get a fiber mapping with compact fibers: 
p: z+s. (6.4) 
In Section 2 we proved: 
(A) Z is a homogeneous co-isotropic submanifold of T*X - 0. 
(B) The pull-back, p*w, of the symplectic two-form, o, on S is the 
restriction to Z of the canonical symplectic form on PX. 
From (A) and (B) it follows that the coisotropic foliation on Z satisfies 
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Axioms Fl and F2 of Section 5. Indeed the leaves of the coisotropic foliation 
are identical with the fibers of the fibration (6.4). 
Consider now the transform M as a mapping of S&R”) into Cm(@). We 
recall (see Section 4) that X is equipped with a smooth K-invariant measure 
and the line bundle, 0, with a K-invariant Hermetian inner product. This 
gives us a K-invariant pre-Hilbert space structure on C@‘(O). Let H,,, be the 
closure of the range of M in L’(0). H, is a Hilbert subspace of L*(O) which 
is Mp(n)-invariant. Of course Mp(n) does not act unitarily on H,,,; however, 
we will see shortly that H, contains an invariant dense subspace possessing 
an Mp(n)-invariant Hilbert space inner product. 
Let rc be the orthogonal projection of L’(O) onto HM. The main result of 
this section (and indeed the main theorem of this paper) is the following: 
THEOREM 6.1. 71 is in 3Fz and is an elliptic idempotent of symbolic rank 
one. 
Before we get involved with the proof of this theorem a few points of 
clarification have to be made concerning notational matters. In Section 5 the 
FIO’s we considered had spaces of half-densities as domains of definition 
(following the conventions of Hormander [ 181 and Duistermaat and 
Hormander [ 11 I.) Here it is somewhat more natural to work with half;forms 
(see Chapters 5 and 6 of [ 131). Unfortunately, the half-form bundle, A 1’2, on 
X, unlike the half-density bundle, does not possess a K-invariant 
trivialization. This is also the case for the line bundle, 0. Therefore, it would 
appear that if we want to apply the results of Section 5 to the operator, rr, 
whose domain of definition is Cm(@) and do so, retaining the K-invariant 
character of our whole picture, we need to generalize these results to line 
bundles. This is easy to do; however, it is easier and quicker to do the 
following: Consider as in Section 4 the fourfold covering 
(See Proposition 4.1 and the paragraph preceding it.) The pull-back of 0 to 
X, has a K-invariant trivialization by Proposition 4.1, and it is easy to see 
that the same is true of A”*; therefore if, as in Section 4, we replace M by 
M,, the issues raised above can be ignored. Actually we will adopt here a 
slightly different stratagem. Let U be any open subset of X which has a 
diffeomorphic copy sitting over it in X,. It is clear that 0 has a non- 
vanishing section s: U-r 0 which is “canonical” up to a multiplicative 
constant. Consider all sections of this form (for all such open sets, U). These 
sections form a K-invariant collection and for any pair of elements in this 
collection 
si: ui+ 0, i= 1,2 
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we can write 
s, =f12s2 on U,nU,, 
where the function f,, is locally constant; i.e., constant on connected 
components of U, n U,. This means that as far as the analytic properties of 
0 are concerned we can treat it as if it did possess a K-invariant 
trivialization. Needless to say, the same remarks apply to the line 
bundle, A I’*. 
Let us now come back to the proof of Theorem 6.1. Our proof will be 
based on the results at the end of Section 5, in particular Proposition 5.12. In 
order to make use of this proposition we must show that the Schwartz kernel 
of the operator, 71, satisfies an appropriate holonomic system of pseudodif- 
ferential equations. Let 3 be the left ideal in the ring of pseudodifferential 
operators consisting of all P for which Pn = 0. By the results at the end of 
Section 3 the characteristic variety of this ideal is Z. Moreover, if (x, 0 = u 
is any point on Z, by Proposition 3.12, there exists a distinguished open set 
p containing x and a system of constant coefficient differential operators on 
P such that (5.28) and (5.29) hold on the whole part of Z lying above 0. 
This verifies the second set of hypotheses in Proposition5.12. Our main 
problem will be to verify the first set of hypotheses, namely, (5.31). Before 
doing this, we will pause to make a few remarks about the range of A4 as a 
pre-Hilbert space. There are two inner products on the range of M which we 
have to worry about. The first, ( )1, is the restriction of the K-invariant 
inner product on C”‘(0); and it is this inner product that is involved in the 
definition of X. The second, ( ),, is the isomorphic copy of the usual L*- 
inner product on Seven(R”). It has the virtue of being &Q(n)-invariant. Using 
(4.34) and (4.35) we can easily see how these two inner products are related. 
The center of the Lie group K is a one-dimensional circle group. Let a/a0 be 
its infinitesimal generator. The action of K on Cm(@) induces action of the 
Lie algebra of K and hence of a/ae. We will denote by D the operator 
(l/g)(8/a@. It is easy to see that D: Cm(O) -+ Cm(@) is a differential 
operator of order one. In Section 4 we showed that if H: S,,,,(R”) + 
S,,,,(R”) is the harmonic oscillator then 
DM = MH. 
It follows that D restricted to the range of it4 is self-adjoint with respect o 
both the inner products defined above. 
Let 
q: [n/2, co) -+ R+ (6.5 > 
be the function (4.30) for n odd and the function (4.27) for n-even. For n 
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odd q is a classical symbol of order n/2, i.e., admits an asymptotic expansion 
q(t)Ntm (l$oUit-‘)y m=n/2; (6.6) 
and for n even it is a polynomial in t of order n/2. In either case r = & is 
also a classical symbol (of order n/4). By means of the spectral theorem we 
can form the operator r(D) as an operator on the range of M which is 
formally self-adjoint with respect to both inner products, ( )i. We can 
rewrite (4.34) in the form 
(f, g>* = WM r(D) g), (6.7) 
for all f and g in the range of M. Now suppose A is an operator mapping the 
range of M into itself, and suppose A has a formal adjoint with respect o the 
( )z inner product; i.e., suppose there exists an operator Ai such that 
@.A g>2 = UJ: g>2 (6.8) 
for all f and g in the range of M. We will prove 
LEMMA 6.2. A has a well-deJined transpose, Ai, with respect to the inner 
product, ( ), ; moreover, 
A; = QA; Q-‘, (6.9) 
where Q = q(D). 
Proof: By (6.7) 
(AL g), = (R-‘A.LR-‘g),= (f,A:R-2g), 
with R = r(D); so again by (6.7) 
(AL g), = (Rf, RA:R-2g), = (f, Q&Q-k>. Q.E.D. 
Let g be the Lie algebra of Mp(n). Given v E g and f E P(O), let vfe 
P(O) be the section obtained by applying v, regarded as an infinitesimal 
element of Mp(n) toJ: Let 
D,: C”(O) + Coo(O) 
be the operator, f -+ (l/\/-1) vf As above (where v = a/at?) it is clear that 
D, is a first order differential operator. Since the range of M is Mp(n)- 
invariant, D, maps this range into itself. Moreover, since the action of Mp(n) 
on the range of M is unitary with respect o the ( )2 norm, D, is self-adjoint 
with respect o this norm. 
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We will need below a formula for the symbol of the differential operator, 
D,, restricted to Z. We make the usual identification 
g E S*((R*“)*). (6.10) 
(See Section 2.) Given u E g, let b, be the homogeneous quadratic 
polynomial function on R*” associated with ZJ via (6.10). As in (6.4) let p: 
,X -+ R*” - 0 be the co-isotropic fibration. We will prove: 
LEMM+ 6.3. The symbol of D, restricted to Z is the function p*b,. 
ProoJ Let v’ be the vector field on X associated with v via the 
infinitesimal action of Mp(n) on X. For x E X and v E Tz 
@,)(x, v> = (+>, rl) (6.11) 
(the pairing on the right being the usual pairing of TX with T,*). Let E, be 
the fiber of the canonical bundle of X at x. By (6.1) * 
S*(E,) z T,*. 
If q=r@{ with <EE,cR*” 
(See for instance the proof of Proposition 2.3.) Therefore, by (6.1 l), 
a(D,.) = p*b, on C. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. The symbol of the operator D is everywhere > 0 on Z. 
We will now prove Theorem 6.1. The case n even is particularly simple. In 
this case the function q in (6.5) is in fact a polynomial of degree n/2; so the 
operator q(D) = Q is well defined as a differential operator of order n/2 on 
all of Cm(O). Let u be an element of g and let A = D,, restricted to the range 
of M, i.e., 
A=D1:x=~DL.rt. (6.12) 
Since Ai = A, we get from identity (6.9) 
A;Q=QA=QD,>n. (6.13) 
However by (6.12), Ai = 7205, where Df, is the transpose of D, with respect 
to the K-invariant inner product on C”(0). Note that 0: is also a first order 
differential operator and 
a(D;) = o(D,). (6.14) 
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Substituting into (6.13) we get 
nD’, Q = QD, z (6.15) 
Let b, = bUO with u,, = a/319. By (6.14) and Lemma 6.3 
@:Q> 1 z = 4QD,,>I~ =~*b:,v (6.15)’ 
where b: = b,q(b,). 
The action of Mp(n) on X induces an action of A@(n) on rCX - 0. We 
showed in Section 2 that Mp(n) leaves fixed the submanifold, Z, of T*X - 0, 
and, in fact, acts transitively on C; i.e., Z is a single Mp(n) orbit. Given 
u E g let 2r# and U* be the vector fields on X and PX - 0 associated with u 
via the infinitesimal Mp(n) actions on these two spaces. By (6.11) U# is the 
Hamiltonian vector field associated with the symbol of D,. Since Mp(n) acts 
transitively on Z, for each u E 2: the vectors 
span the tangent space to Z at 0. Therefore, in view of (6.15) and (6.15)‘, 
there are “sufficiently many” pseudodifferential operators satisfying 
condition (5.31) of Theorem 5.12. (For the interpretation of “sufftciently 
many” see the remarks at the end of Section 5.) Thus, in even dimensions, 
Theorem 6.1 is proved. 
In odd dimensions we have to modify the above proof a bit. We have 
defined Q = q(D) on the range of A4 by means of the spectral theorem; and it 
is not a priori evident that it can be defined on all of P(0) as a pseudodif- 
ferential operator. To show that it can be so defined requires a certain 
amount of “microlocal carpentry.” We will first prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 6.4. There exists a self-adjoint Jirst order pseudodlflerential 
operator 
D, : F’(O) + Coo(@) 
such that D, - D is smoothing in a conic neighborhood of E, and in addition 
such that D, is elliptic, positive definite, K-invariant, commutes with 71 and 
satisfies D, 7c = Dn. 
Proof. It is always possible to find a D, such that D, - D is smoothing 
in a conic neighborhood of Z and o(D,) > 0 everywhere since u(D) > 0 on Z 
by Lemma 6.3. Replacing D, by $(D, + DT) we can assume D, is self- 
adjoint; and by “averaging” over the compact group, K, we can make D, K- 
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invariant. We have shown above that WF(;rr) c Z x Z; therefore since 
D, - D is smoothing in a conic neighborhood of Z 
D,x-Dn 
is a smoothing operator; and so is its transpose 
Hence zD, - D, 7c is a smoothing operator; so 
rtD,;rr+(l-n)D,(l-n) 
differs from D, by a smoothing operator, and so is itself a pseudodifferential 
operator with all the properties already ascribed to D,. Replacing D, by this 
operator, we can assume D, commutes with TC. Finally let S be the 
smoothing operator 
D,x- Dn. 
Since S = SX we can replace D, by D, - S to arrange that D, 71 = D7c; so we 
are done. Q.E.D. 
Let q be the function (6.5). Using the spectral theorem, we can form the 
operator Q = q(D,); and the fact that D, is elliptic, and q satisfies the 
asymptotic expansion (6.6) implies that Q is a pseudodifferential operator of 
order n/2 with leading symbol q(o(D,)). (See, for instance, [33].) We let the 
reader check that with Q in place of q(D), (6.15) is still true in odd 
dimensions; so the verification of (4.31) goes through for it odd with essen- 
tially no changes. This finishes the proof of Theorem 6.1. Q.E.D. 
Remark. Note that in even dimensions the holonomic system associated 
with 71 consists entirely of dQj%rential equations. The only defining condition 
not expressible in terms of differential equations is the holomorphicity 
condition in Proposition 3.10. 
In the course of proving Theorem 6.1 we needed to compare two Hilbert 
space inner products on the range of M, the inner product, ( ), , which is the 
restriction to the range of A4 of the K-invariant inner product on C?(O) and 
the “intrinsic” inner product, ( )*. For future reference we will summarize 
here what we have proved. The following is the substance of Lemma 6.4 and 
the identities (6.7) and (6.9). 
THEOREM 6.5. Let q be the function (6.5) and r its square root. Then 
there exists a positive definite, self-adjoin& K-invariant elliptic pseudodif- 
ferential operator of order n/4: 
R: P(0) -+ Cm(@) 
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such that R commutes with 7c and for all f and g in the range of M: 
(Rf, Rg), = CL gh. (6.16) 
Moreover, tf A is an operator mapping the range of M into itself, then A 
possesses aformal aa’joint with respect o one of the norms, ( >i, if and only 
tfit possesses aformal adjoint with respect o the other, and the two adjoints 
are related by 
where Q = R2. 
Proof Let R = r(D,). 
A; = QA;Q-‘, (6.17) 
Q.E.D. 
6.2. Associated with the idempotent, rr, is the algebra of operators 
Tz = ~@~rr. (See Section 5.) Since M identifies S,,,,(R”) with the range of 
7c, 3x can be identified with an algebra of operators on S&R”). This then 
poses the question of what this algebra is. Before answering this question we 
will interject at this point a few remarks about “Weyl quantization.” 
Let us denote by Y(m) the symbol class consisting of all smooth 
functions, p, on Rm which satisfy 
for all multi-indices a = (a, ,..., a,). Here y = (y, ,..., y,) is a system of linear 
coordinates on R”‘. Let p be in 9’(m) and for each element, i, of the 
sequence, r, r - l,..., let pi be a homogeneous function on R” - (0) of 
degree i. Let x(y) be a smooth function of y which is zero near the origin in 
R”’ and equal to one outside a compact set. Then (definition) 
pNCpi (6.18) 
if p -x X:-N pi is in cSpr-N-’ for all N > 0. We will denote by 9’~,,SSical(m) 
the set of all elements of 9’(m) which admit an asymptotic expansion of the 
form (6.18). Given p E ~~lassical (m) we will denote by o(p) the leading term 
on the right-hand side of (6.18). By definition a(p) is a homogeneous 
function on R”’ - {0} of order of homogeneity r. 
Now let m = 2n and let y = (x, c) where (x, r) are the standard symplectic 
coordinates on R*“. Let p be in 9Llassica,(2n). Associated with p is an 
operator 
A, : S(R”) --t S(R”) (6.19) 
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defined by the formula 
444 = WW”)j e i(x-z,l)p((X t z/2), C) u(z) dz d<. (6.20) 
We will call this operator the Weyl operator associated with the symbol, p. 
In [39] Weyl suggested this operator as the appropriate quantum object to 
associate with the classical dynamical system, 1= ap/a& 8 = -ap/ax. For 
some recent references to the theory of these operators see [ 16, 32, 351. The 
first of these references will be our reference for the material below. 
PROPOSITION 6.6. The set of all operators of the form (6.20) is a *- 
algebra with respect to composition and taking of transposes. In fact the 
transpose of A, is just A,. 
Remark. The composition operation is somewhat more complicated. 
(See [ 161.) 
Weyl quantization is metaplectically invariant in the following sense. Let 
(r be an element of Mp(n) and U,: S(R”) -+ S(R”) the unitary operator 
which a gets represented by in the metaplectic representation. Given 
P E yLassical (2n), let p” be the following smooth function on R”‘: 
P% 0 = p(a’(x, O), 
a’ being the image of 01 in Sp(n). It is clear that p” is also in Y’~,assica,(21t). 
PROPOSITION 6.7. For all p in YElassical(2n) and all a E Mp(n) 
Ape= &‘A,&. (6.21) 
Proof: See, for instance, [ 161. 
We will denote by P the algebra of all operators of the form (6.20). 
Given A E YY we will say that A is of order r it if can be written as A, with 
P in 9Lsical(2n)* It is clear from (6.20) that p is determined by A. We will 
call a(p) the symbol of A and also denote it o(A). By definition u(A) is a 
homogeneous function of degree r on R*” - {O). It is easy to check that it 
has the usual properties of a symbol, viz, 
(i) A of order r and a(A)=O*A of order r- 1. 
(ii) a(AB) = o(A) o(B). 
(iii) o(A’) = a(A). 
(6.22) 
(iv> 4[4 B]) = {o(A), u(B)}. 
The following can be proved by direct inspection of (6.20): 
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PROPOSITION 6.8. A, maps S,,,,(R") into itself f and only ifp is even; 
i.e., p(y) = P(-y). 
COROLLARY. The set {A,, p even} is an Mp(n)-invariant subalgebra 
of %T 
We will denote this subalgebra by PP&,,. 
Let us now come back to the algebra, K%. We recall from Section 5 that 
KI is also equipped with a symbol map satisfying (6.21). If p: C -+ S is the 
coisotropic fibration and A is an element of order r in gn,, then o(A) is a 
homogeneous function of degree r on S. Now by (6.4) we can identify 
R*” - 0 with the double cover of S; so o(A) can be thought of as an even 
function on R”’ - {O}. Note that this function is of degree 2r rather than of 
degree r since the mapping (6.2) is quadratic. (We have already discussed 
this anomoly concerning degrees at the end of section 2.1.) We will prove 
THEOREM 6.9. Given A E Kx’,, let A, = M- ‘AM. Then A, E 573&,, . If A 
is of order r, A, is of order 2r and a(A) = a(A,) as functions on R*" - {O}. 
The correspondence sending A to A, is an isomorphism of the algebra Kx 
onto the algebra %&,,. 
The proof of this theorem requires a number of preliminary observations. 
Let d be a distinguished open subset of X. In Section 3 we obtained a rather 
simple formula for the transform f -+ Mfj b. (See (3.2).) We will need here 
a group-theoretical version of this formula. The symplectic group, Q(n), 




0 I i 
(6.23) 
with A = (a,), 1 < i, j < n, aij = ail. Since this subgroup is simple connected, 
it has an isomorphic copy sitting above it in Mp(n). We will continue to 
denote this group by N. We will also continue to denote the pre-image of 
(6.23) in Mp(n) by a. For the following, see, for instance, [31]. 
LEMMA 6.10. Let U,: S(R") + S(R") be the unitary operator 
representing a in the metaplectic representation. Then for f E S(R") 
W,f )(X> = ew (\/-1 f C aijxixj) f (Xl* 
Let {e 1 ,..., e,, fi ,..., f,} be the standard basis of R"', let A, and A, be the 
Lagrangian subspaces of R*" spanned by the e’s andf’s, respectively, and let 
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x0 and x1 be the corresponding points of X. Let 8 be the distinguished open 
subset of X consisting of all points which are in general position with respect 
to x,. 
LEMMA 6.11. The map, N + X, sending a to a-‘(~,) maps N 
dlfleomorphically onto 8; i.e., d is an N-orbit in X, and N acts in a simply- 
transitive fashion on 0, 
Proof Zf a is of the form (6.23), a-‘, applied to the basis vectors 
le , ,..*, e,} of A,, gives us the set of vectors 
ei - C a,&., i = l,..., n. 
However, (6.25) is a set of basis vectors for a Lagrangian subspace 
transversal to A, ; and, in fact, is the unique set of basis vectors of this form. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark. Since the aii)s, with aij = aji, form a global system of coor- 
dinates on N, via the identification, N z 8, they form a global system of 
coordinates on d. This gives us another proof of Proposition 2.6. 
We showed in Section 2 that the line bundle O* lb has a canonical 
section, s,, well defined up to a constant multiple. By definition, the fiber of 
0” above a point x of X is a one-dimensional subspace of S*(R”); and we 
showed in Section 2 that if x = a-‘(~,,) with a as in (6.23) then this subspace 
is spanned by the distribution 
f, = exp fir C aijXiXj . 
( ) 
Moreover, introducing the A’s as coordinates on B 
(See (2.46).) By Lemma 6.10, f, = U,fo, f. being the constant function, 1, 
on R”. Thus we have proved 
LEMMA 6.12. The section sF of 0, is given by the formula 
+(a-‘(x0)) = u,fo. (6.26) 
COROLLARY. Zf f E S(R”) then 
G&f >(a- Y-G) = (.A ~,fJ, (6.27) 
the pairing on the right being the usual pairing of Schwartz functions with 
tempered distributions. 
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The algebra ZV which we introduced above acts not only on S(R") but 
also on the dual space, S*(R”), of tempered istributions. Thus S*(R”) can 
be thought of as a module over ‘ZK Let V& be the cyclic submodule 
generated by f,. This submodule has the natural filtration 
Here V = {A E P’“, order A < I}. We will need the following precise 
description of this submodule and its filtration. 
PROPOSITION 6.13. FfO is identical with 5@:,assica,(n). Moreover, if 
p = Af, then 
dp)(x> = 44)(x, 0). (6.28) 
Proof. Let A = A, with p E 9&sica,(2n). By (6.20): 
AJo = W(W) 1 e icx-zy”)p((x + z/2), () dz dt. 
Making the substitutions z -+ 22 - x, < + ~72, this becomes 
WW”) j e i(x-z~~)p(z, r/2) dz d<. 
If we substitute for p(x, ~72) its Taylor series in < around 0 we get 
Af&&, 
the sum taken over all multi-indices a = (a,,..., (x,), where 
P, = (W(2~)") j eicX-2*b’ 2-‘“‘(a!)-’ <(i3”/a(a) p(z, 0) dz d< 
= t(lmn)“) j t-D,) a eicxezvt) 2-‘“‘(a!)-’ (~Y/la(~) p(z, 0) dz d& 
Integrating by parts and applying the Fourier inversion formula we get for 
,u~ the expression: 
2-‘“‘(a!)-‘D,“aFp(z, 0). Q.E.D. 
Finally before we undertake to prove Theorem 6.9 we will need a 
Whitney-type result on even symbols. 
Let m = n(n + 1)/2 and let us identify R”’ with the space of n X n 
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symmetric matrices by introducing in R”’ the coordinates (Xii), i, j = l,..., it, 
X, = Xii. As in Section 3, let I be the map 
I: R”+ Rm, (x1 ,..., x,)+ (xixj). 
LEMMA 6.14. Let f be in Y*’ classical(n) and be an even function of x; i.e., 
f(x) = f(-x). Then there exists g E 9’~,assica,(m) such that z*g = J 
ProoJ Every even polynomial on R” can be written as a polynomial 
function of the monomials, xixj, i,j= l,..., n. Therefore, by Schwartz’s 
theorem (see [30]) every even C” function can be written as a C” function 
of these monomials. Therefore, there exists a g E C”O(R”‘) such that r*g = j 
This g is not unique; however it is uniquely defined on the image of z, and by 
(3.26) has appropriate growth properties on this image. It is easy to see that 
it can be extended to all of Rm, retaining these growth properties. Q.E.D. 
We now come to the key step in the proof of Theorem 6.9. 
LEMMA 6.15. Let A be an order 2r element of SF&,,. Let B be a 
distinguished open subset of X and v, a smooth function on X with support on 
0. Then there exists a properly supported pseudodlflerential operator of 
order r, P: Coo(@) + C?(e), and a smoothing operator K: S*(R”) + Corn(@) 
such that 
PM=y&fA+K. (6.29) 
Moreover the symbols of P and A are related by 
a(P) 1 .Z = qp*p*a(A). (6.30) 
Proof: Let A = A,. By (6.27), for a EN, 
@LW(a-‘-4 = (Ah, U,f,) = (kA’U,f,) = (h, U&f,) 
with A, = A,, by Proposition 6.7. Let f (a, x) = Af, fo. By Proposition 6.13, 
for fixed a, f(a, x) is in Yzr ciassicai(n) and if a(f) is its leading symbol, then 
a(f>(a, x) = u(A )(4-x, 0)). (6.3 1) 
By Lemma 6.10 U,A&f,(x) = exp(i 4 C ajkxjxk) f(a, x); so we can write 
(M,Ah)(a-‘x,) as 
jexp (iixaijxixj) f(a,x)h(x)dx. 
Since A is in %&, f is an even function of x; so by Lemma 6.14 there 
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exists a function g(a,X) which, for fixed a, is in 9&sica,(~) such that 
r*g = f: Now let P, : C”(O) -+ CT(@) be the pseudodifferential operator 
P,u(a-‘x,) = ( 1/(27r)m) ( ‘p(a-‘x,) g(a, X) 
X exp (6.33) 
(Notation: The Fourier transform is with respect to the linear coordinates 
(aii) on B and the dual coordinates (Xij); these coordinates being paired by 
4 JJ aijXij.) The operator (6.33) is not properly supported; however, we can 
change it by adding a smoothing operator to it, so that it becomes properly 
supported. With X = (Xii) fixed, consider the expression 
g,(a, X) = exp 
( 
-i 4 F‘ a - ijXij)P,exp (i$xaijXij). (6.34) 
It follows from standard facts about pseudodifferential operators (see, for 
instance, Section 1 of [ 161) that the expression on the left is, for fixed a, in 
9’ c,assica,(m) as a function of X. Moreover, 
4 gota, Xl) = da- ‘x0) 4 d(a, 9. (6.35) 
Consider now P,Mh. For Mh we have the formula 
so, by (6.34), P, applied to Mh is 
l*g,(a, X) h(x) dx. 
Therefore, by (6.32), 
(P,,Mh - @4h)(a-‘x,) = 1 exp (i 4 2: aijxixj) fr(o, X) dx 
with f, = r*g,, -q$ fr is compactly supported in a and, by (6.35), 
f, E 9f[&a,(n) as a function of x. Now repeat the argument above with f 
replaced byfr . We will let the reader show that, by induction, there exists for 
all k, a pair (Pk, fk) such that 
(i) P, : P(8) + C;(8) is a properly supported pseudodifferential 
operator of order r - k. 
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(ii) f, =fj(a, x) is compactly supported in a and, as a function of x, 
belongs to Y’z;a;,2ik,,,(n). 
(iii) the identity 
P,Mh - rpMAh = 
holds for all h E S(R”). Letting P be the “inductive limit” of the Pk’s, we get 
a similar identity; however the integrand on the right-hand side now belongs 
to ciPLlassical for all r, i.e., is a Schwartz function in x. This proves all of 
Lemma 6.15 except the assertion about the symbols (6.30). This however is 
an immediate consequence of (6.3 1). Q.E.D. 
We will now conclude the proof of Theorem 6.9. Let {q} be a finite 
covering of X by distinguished open sets and (vi} a partition of unity subor- 
dinate to this cover. Let Pi: Coo(q) + C?(q) be a properly supported 
pseudodifferential operator satisfying the hypotheses of Lemma 6.15 with 
respect to cpi. The Schwartz kernel of Pi is supported on a compact subset, 
Ci x Ci, of c x @ ; so we can define Pi on all of C”(O) by setting Pif = 0 
when supp f f~ Ci = 0. Let P = C Pi. By Lemma 6.15 there exists a 
smoothing operator, K: S*(R”) + Cm(@) such that 
PM-MA=K. (6.36) 
Also, by Lemma 6.15 
a(P) 1 Z = p*a(A). (6.37) 
By the Sobolev estimates of Section 4, the operator 
K’ = KM-% 
is a smoothing operator. Replacing P by P -K’ we get rid of the right-hand 
side of (6.36); i.e., 
PM=MA. (6.38) 
This identity implies that Pz = TCPX; so the operator B = Pn is in @FZ and 
satisfies 
A = M-‘BM. (6.39) 
Moreover, combining (6.37) with Proposition 5.4 we get for the symbols 
a(B) = a(A). 
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7. SPECTRAL THEORY 
7.1. Let X be a compact manifold and C a homogeneous co-isotropic 
submanifold of T*X - 0 satisfying Axioms Fl and F2 of Section 5. Let 
p:z+s (7.1) 
be the co-isotropic fibration (i.e., the fibers of (7.1) are identical with the 
leaves of the co-isotropic foliation). Let r belong to the algebra sz and be 
an elliptic idempotent of symbolic rank one. Associated with 7~ is the algebra 
gz = z%‘x7c which we discussed at some length in Section 5. As we saw in 
Section 5 the elements of g= have many features in common with standard 
pseudodifferential operators. For instance, if P is a pseudodifferential 
operator on X of order r its symbol, o(P), is a homogeneous function of 
order r on T*X - 0. If A is an element of order r in Kz its symbol, o(A), is a 
homogeneous function of order 4 on S. Both FX - 0 and S are symplectic 
manifolds; both are equipped with a free R +-action which transforms the 
symplectic form according to the formula (5.1), and in both cases the 
quotient space obtained by collapsing the R ‘-orbits to points is a compact 
manifold. Just as we can view a pseudodifferential operator P with symbol p 
as the “quantum mechanical” counterpart of the dynamical system, H,, on 
FX - 0, so, too, we can view the operator P E K* with symbol p as the 
“quantum mechanical” counterpart of the dynamical system, H,, on S. As 
regards the spectral properties of these operators we will soon see that this 
analogy is not too far-fetched. 
Let H, be the L* closure of the range of n. We will henceforth think of the 
algebra &K= as an algebra of densely defined operators on H,. The following 
is an easy consequence of the existence of a symbolic calculus for Kz. 
PROPOSITION 7.1. Let A E &;, be formally self-adjoin& (A = A’ in K=), of 
order k > 0, and a(A) everywhere positive on S. Then the spectrum of A is 
discrete, bounded from below, and has +a as its only point of accumulation 
on the extended real line. 
Confining ourselves to operators which satisfy the hypotheses of this 
proposition, we will list a number of results concerning the asymptotic 
distribution of their eigenvalues. We will state these results without proof and 
without too much explanatory fanfare. A more leisurely account of this 
material can be found in (41 or [ 141. 
Let n be (dim S)/2 and let A be as in Proposition 7.1. 
THEOREM 7.2. If N(12) is the number of eigenvalues of A < Ak then 
N(l) = (vol(S,)/(2~)“) ,l.” + O(n+‘), (7.2) 
S, being the subset of S where o(A) < 1 and vol(S,) its symplectic volume. 
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This is the Weyl theorem of Section 1 (with a sharp remainder term). We 
will henceforth assume that all the eigenvalues of A are positive. In view of 
Proposition 7.1 this assumption is not terribly restrictive. We will also 
assume that A is of order one. This assumption is also not very restrictive in 
view of the following 
PROPOSITION 7.3. Let A satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 7.1 and let 
all the eigenvalues of A be positive. Then there exists a first order operator 
B E Km satisfying the hypotheses of Proposition 7.1 such that Bk = A. 
Let o = a(A) and let Z be the Hamiltonian vector field on S associated 
with u. Since c is homogeneous of degree one, E is homogeneous of degree 
zero, i.e., the flow generated by E commutes with the action of R+. Thus E 
actually lives on the quotient space S/R ‘. 
THEOREM 7.4 (Clustering theorem). Let ;1, < A, < see be the eigenvalues 
of A. Let A be the set of cluster points of the set {Ai - nj}. Then A # R tf and 
only tf the trajectory of E through every point of S is periodic. 
This result can be somewhat sharpened. We recall that to each closed 
trajectory, y, of E is associated a complex number, c(y), of modulus one by 
(5.24) 
THEOREM 7.5. Suppose all trajectories of Z are periodic of period T. Let 
A’ be the set of cluster points of the set (eGAi’). Then the following 
conditions are equivalent. 
(1) The complement of A’ is dense in S’. 
(2) A’ consists of a single point. 
(3) c(y) is a constant independent of y. 
THEOREM 7.6. If one of the three equivalent conditions of Theorem 7.5 is 
satisfied, there exist constants C and p with C > 0 such that the spectrum of 
A is entirely contained in the union of the intervals 
/A - (2rr/r)(m + p)i < C/m. 
This theorem follows from the more precise result: 
(7*3), 
THEOREM 7.7. If one of the three equivalent conditions of Theorem 7.5 is 
satis$ed, then A = U + V with U, V E Kz. U is of order one and its spectrum 
is exactly the set (2n/r)(m + p), m = 0, 1,2,..., V is of order - 1 and U and V 
commute. 
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Modulo some trivial normalizations we can assume r = 27r and p = 0 in 
Theorem 7.7 (i.e., the spectrum of U is exactly the non-negative integers). To 
describe the asymptotic behavior of the spectrum of A, we are reduced by 
Theorem 7.7 to describing the asymptotic behavior of the spectrum of V on 
the kth eigenspace of U. For simplicity assume the trajectories of E are 
simply periodic of period 271. Then we have the following Szego-type 
theorem: 
THEOREM 7.8. Let U and V be as in Theorem 7.7. Let {I;“‘, j = l,..., N} 
be the eigenvalues of V restricted to the kth eigenspace of U. Let ,u, be the 
discrete measure on the real line 
pk = l/k”-’ yyNk u=, &I - k,j”‘). (7.4) 
Then as k tends to co, pk tends to the continuous measure, p, defined by 
Here y,, is a universal constant depending only on n and dz is the Leray 
measure induced on the subset, o = 1, of S by the symplectic measure on S. 
Concerning the multiplicity of the eigenvalues of A we have 
THEOREM 7.9. There exists a polynomial p(t) of degree n - 1 such that 
the number of eigenvalues of A on the interval (7.3), is p(m) for m 9 0. 
We next give a recipe for computing p(t). Let S, = S/R+. As we pointed 
out above exp tB commutes with R+; so it defines a flow on S, which we 
will continue to denote by exp t6. Since the flow, exp t,?, is simply periodic 
of period 271, the space of orbits is a 2n - 2 dimensional Hausdorff manifold, 
Z and the map 
S,-,Z (7.6) 
is a fiber mapping. Indeed, S, is a circle bundle over Z. Z inherits from S a 
canonical symplectic structure. Let a be the cohomology class of the 
symplectic form on Z and let p be the Todd class of Z. 
THEOREM 7.10. There exists an integer r such that 
p(t + r) = e-‘“j?[Z]. (7.7) 
Theorems 7.5 through 7.10 apply to a rather special class of operators. 
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Generically the vector field P has relatively few periodic trajectories. 
Theorem 7.4 shows that if even one trajectory is non-periodic, then the 
spectrum of A is rather equidistributed and so, in a certain sense, rather 
devoid of structure. It turns out however that if E is sufficiently generic, 
geometric data about A can be extracted from the spectrum by means of the 
generating function 
e(t) = trace exp fl tA = 1 e-l”. (7.8) 
THEOREM 7.11 (Trace theorem). The sum on the right is well defined as 
a tempered distribution, i.e., the sequence of partial sums 
eN(t) = \’ eJ--i;\if 
iZV 
(7.9) 
converges in S*(R). Moreover if 5 is in the singular support of e(t) there 
exists a periodic trajectory, y, of E of period z. 
This theorem has the following sharper form. 
THEOREM 7.12. Suppose all periodic trajectories, y, of E are non- 
degenerate in the sense that the Poincare map P, attached to y has no eigen- 
value equal to one. Then 
e(t) = (1/27r) 1 (rr//lZ - PYll”) c(y)(t - 5Y + io+)-’ + cl(t), (7. IO) 
where e,(t) E L:,,(R+). Here 7? is the period of y, 7$ is its primitive period 
and c(y) is the same as the c(y) appearing in (5.24). 
For pseudodifferential operators most of the theorems above are well 
known. As we mentioned in the introduction, the Weyl theorem (for 
pseudodifferential operatos) is due to Hormander [ 171, the clustering 
theorem to Helton [ 151 and the trace theorem independently to Chazarain 
[S] and Duistermaat and Guillemin [lo]. The refined trace formula 
(theorem 7.12) is due to Duistermaat and Guillemin, Theorems 7.7 through 
7.9 to Colin de Verdi&e and Theorem 7.10 to Boutet de Monvel and 
Guillemin [4]. The proof of all these theorems makes heavy use of the 
machinery of Fourier integral operators developed by Hiirmander in [ 17, 
181. For instance, if P is a positive definite elliptic pseudodifferential 
operator of order one, exp fir tP is a Fourier integral operator, and this 
fact alone enables one to deduce immediately many properties of 
e(t) = trace exp d-- 1 tP 
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just from general rules about how Fourier integral distributions transform 
under “pull-backs” and “push-forwards.” 
The same remarks apply to the analogues of these theorems described 
above. For instance if A satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 7.1 and is of 
first order, there exists a self-adjoint, positive definite, elliptic pseudodif- 
ferential operator, P, such that nP = P7c and A = P7c. Therefore, 
exp fl tA = exp fl tPn. 
The expression on the right being the composition of two Fourier integral 
operators, one of which is associated with a canonical transformation of 
FX- 0, is again a Fourier integral operator. As above this fact alone 
enables one to conclude immediately many facts about 
e(t) = trace exp fl tA. 
For example, it is easy to see that its singular support is as described in 
Theorem 7.11. 
7.2. Now let X be the Lagrangian Grassmannian and 7c orthogonal 
projection onto the range of M. Since M-‘QV is the Weyl algebra, Y%&,, 
we can apply all of the results above to Weyl operators, A = A, E ‘%&,,. 
There is little purpose at this point in just restating Theorems 7.2 through 
7.12 for such opertors, but a few cautionary remarks are in order: 
1. Recall from Section 6 that there are two inner products, ( )r and 
( )*, on the range of M. Theorems (7.2)-(7.12) apply to operators which are 
self-adjoint with respect to the ( ), inner product; but we are, of course, 
interested in the “intrinsic inner product” ( )2. Fortunately, by Theorem 6.5, 
these inner products are related in a very simple way. Let R be the operator 
‘(D,) of Theorem 6.5. R is a positive-definite lliptic pseudodifferential 
operator on X which is K-invariant and commutes with rr. Moreover, R is 
self-adjoint with respect o the ( )r norm and its restriction to the range of 
M is formally self-adjoint with respect o the ( )* norm. If A E KX is positive 
definite and self-adjoint with respect to ( )2, then by (6.17) RAR-’ is 
positive definite and self-adjoint with respect to ( )i. Moreover, A and 
RAR -’ have the same leading symbol, and their spectrums are identical. 
Therefore, the conclusions of Theorems 7.2-7.11 apply equally well to A and 
RAR-‘. The only point which one has to be careful about is the definition of 
the numbers, c(y), in Theorems 7.5 and 7.12. We will have more to say about 
this below. (See remark 5.) 
2. Remember that if A is of order 2r in %&, then in our theory it has 
to be treated as if it were of order r. (See Theorem 6.9.) For example in our 
theory the harmonic oscillator is of order 1. 
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3. By definition the symbol, r~, of a Weyl operator, A, is a function on 
R*” - 0. If A E w even, u is an even function on R*” - 0. Let S be the space 
obtained from R*” - 0 by identifying antipodal points. For the purposes of 
our theory u has to be viewed as a function on S. This causes a number of 
complications. For instance, for us the symplectic volume of the set u < J is 
not the volume of the set u < ,l in R*” - 0 but of the image of this set in S; 
i.e., it is half of what one expects it to be. Also statements about periodic 
trajectories of the flow generated by 
refer not to the flow on R*” - 0 but to the induced flow on S: if y is a 
trajectory of E in R”’ - 0 joining (x, <) to (-x, -<) it defines a periodic 
trajectory of E in S. 
4. We can think of L*(R”) as a Hilbert space direct sum 
L*(R”) = L*(R&” @ L2(Rn),,dd. 
If A is in %&., it maps each piece of this direct sum into itself. Unfor- 
tunately our theory as it stands only tells us about spectral properties of the 
operator A on L*(R”),,,,. This turns out to be a remediable defect as we will 
see in Section 8. It is clear, incidentally, that there is a connection between 
the fact that A is only defined on JC*(R”)~,~” and the difficulties cited in 
remark 3. For instance, the Weyl theorem whose proof was sketched in 
Section 1 says that the number of eigenvalues of A which are less than L is 
approximately (27r)” times the symplectic volume of the set u & 1 in R*” - 0. 
In our theory the number of eigenvalues is (27~))” times the symplectic 
volume of u > L in S, i.e., is half as large. This is, of course, because we are 
only counting the even part of the spectrum. 
5. We must translate the subprincipal symbol theory of Section 5 into 
terms which make the c(y>‘s in Theorems 7.5 and 7.12 reasonably easy to 
compute from the symbol, p, of the Weyl operator A = A,. This is a long- 
winded business: To begin with there are the complications described in 
remark 1, above: we must express the subprincipal symbol of RAR - ' in 
terms of the subprincipal symbol of A. Secondly, there are the complications 
discussed at the beginning of Section 6 vis-a-vis the line bundles 0 and A’12. 
Finally to compute the ~(7)‘s according to the recipe (5.24) one has to know 
what the symbol of rr is and what the line bundle L, is. Because of the K- 
invariance, it is not hard to compute the symbol of n; however the 
computation involves the same kinds of complications as those involving 0 
and A “*. Fortunately some of these complications cancel each other out. We 
will spare the reader the details and described the end result. 
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pi being homogeneous of degree 2r - 2i on R2” - 0. Assume also that p is 
real valued, which by Proposition 6.6, implies that A = A, is formally self- 
adjoint. Finally assume that A E 5%&., , i.e., p(x, <) = p(-x, -Q. In Section 6 
we defined the principal symbol, o(A), of A to be pzr. We will define the 
subprincipal symbol of A, usub(A), to be p2r-2. In particular suppose I = 1. 
(See remark 2.) Let Z be the Hamiltonian vector field 
z = 21] ((aP2/ati)(a/axi)) - (aP21axi)(a/ati)) 
and let exp tE be the associated flow on R2” - 0. Because of the 
homogeneity of p2, exp tE commutes with the action of R+, and it also 
commutes with the antipodal map sincep is even; therefore, it induces a flow 
on RPZn--l which we will continue to denote by exp tE. Note also that o(A) 
is homogeneous of degree zero and even; so it can be viewed as a function of 
RP”‘-‘. Let y be a cased trajectory of exp tB in RP*“-I. Then 
c(Y) = exp fl bd2) my + ,f %b (A)), (7.12) 
Y 
rnY being an integer modulo 4, namely the Maslov index of y. (See [lo].) 
Since we do not intend to furnish a proof of (7.12), we will illustrate it by 
discussing Theorem 7.12 for a simple example. The example we will discuss 
is the generalized harmonic oscillator; 
H P,....,P” = -f @,/2)(-(a’/ax3 + xi) 
i=l 
(7.13) 
the pi)s being positive real numbers. The principal symbol of this operator is 
C @J2)(tf + Xf) 
and the subprincipal symbol is zero. The flow, exp tE, in R2” - 0 is linear; 
indeed, if Vr is the subspace of R*” spanned by the basis vectors e, and fi in 
(2.1), exp tE decomposes into a direct sum of two-dimensional linear flows 
on 
R2”= V, @ ..a @ I’,, 
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and, on Vi, is just the rotation 
( 
cos pit, sin pit 
- sin pit, cos pit 1 
with respect to the basis {ei, fi}. Suppose now that there exists a periodic 
trajectory of period r on RP *‘-I Then there exists a vector u E R2” - 0 and . 
a real number, A, such that 
(exp G)(v) = Au. 
Since the eigenvalues of the linear map, exp 7E, are exp(\/-lpir), i = l,..., n, 
7 must be an integer multiple of z/pi for some i. If all the ratios, pi/pi, are 
irrational, then exp 7E possesses a two-dimensional space of real eigen- 
vectors, namely the space Vi Let yi be the projective line in RP2”-’ 
corresponding to Vi. We have proved 
PROPOSITION 7.13. Suppose the ratios, pi/pj, i # j, are irrational. Then 
exp tE has just n primitive periodic trajectories y, ,..., y,, on RP2”- ’ the period 
of yi being x/p,. 
Let us now compute the function e(t) on the left-hand side of the trace 
formula (7.10). The eigenvalues of the operator (7.13) are precisely 
5 pi(mi + 4). 
i=l 
(7.14) 
Here m = (ml,..., m,) ranges over all non-negative multi-indices. The eigen- 
value (7.14) belongs to the even part of the spectrum if and only if the length 
of the multi-index m is even; i.e., 1 ml = m, + . . . + m, is even. Rather than 
attempting to compute the trace over the even part of the spectrum directly; 
we will compute the 
trace over the even 
times the sum 
trace over the whole spectrum, then the difference of the 
part and over the odd part. The first is eiCP1+’ ’ ’ tpn)‘2 
i(m,p)f x:e , (7.14) 
the sum taken over all multi-indices > 0. The second is 
1 _ r eipjf + J‘ ei(Pj+Pk)f _ , . . * ei(ol+. . . +o,)t C ei2(m.o)l, (7.15) 
? j’r; 
the sum again being over all multi-indices m 2 0. Note that the factor in 
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parentheses can be rewritten as nJ=, (1 - e”j). As for C ei2’m““, we can 
rewrite it as 
n( ’ \“- e2ipjst j=l s% ) 
or 
fi l/(1 - eizplt). 
j=l 
Therefore (7.15) is just 
jj l/(1 + eipit>. 
Similarly (7.14) is 
fi l/( 1 - eipjt); 
j=l 
so we get as our final expression for the trace over the even part of the 
spectrum, eiCpl + ’ ’ ’ +PnU2t times the average of the two terms above, i.e., 
(7.16) 
The first term has singularities at the points r = mx/pj j = l,..., n, m odd and 
the second term has singularities at the points 7 = m?r/pj, j = l,..., n, m even. 
By Proposition 7.13, these are exactly the points in the period spectrum of 
exp tB. Assuming the ratios pi/pi, i # j, are irrational (7.16) has a simple 
pole at each of these points. Let us compute the residue at 7 = 2m7(lpi. Since 
the first term in (7.16) is non-singular at this point the residue is just 
l/2 n ((eipd2’/l - e’““)( l/\/--lpj)). 
k#i 
(7.17) 
Each of the factors 
can be written as 
*i/l 1 - eipkzI, (7.18) 
the sign in the numerator being a plus sign if eipd2’ lies in the upper half- 
plane and a minus sign if it lies in the lower half-plane. 
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Let y be the unique periodic trajectory of period 5. (By Proposition 7.13 y 
is just the periodic trajectory, v,, iterated n times.) The denominator of 
(7.18) is the absolute value of the square root of the determinant of the 
mapping (1 - exp rZ): V, + Vk ; and the product of these denominators over 
k # j is the absolute value of the square root of the determinant of 
(I- exp r.?): R2”/Vj+ R2”/Vj. (7.19) 
We leave it as an easy exercise for the reader to verify that (7.19) is just 
I - 4. P, being the Poincare map associated with y. Note also that the 
primltlve period of y, ~v#, is just n/pj; so the expression (7. I7), which is the 
residue of the spectral function e(t) at r = f, is just 
(lpn)(ql~ - &I) i”. 
Here 0 is computed as follows: u + 1 is the number of eiDdzT’s lying in the 
upper half-piane minus the number lying in the lower half-plane. With my= u 
and c(y) given by (7.12), this gives with the contribution of y on the right- 
hand side of (7.10). We leave for the reader to check that the contribution at 
7 = (2~ + 1) x/pj is also as predicted by (7.10). 
A few observations: For operators with symbols of the form (7.1 l), 
Theorem 7.2 gives us an error term which is considerably better than the 
error term we would obtain by the simple-minded compactification trick 
outlined in Section 1 (or the error term obtained by Shubin and Tulovskii in 
[32]). In the standard Weyl theorem, if N(1) - const IZ’, then for operators of 
order 2r, one has an error term of order O(Adea), where a = 1/2r. However 
in our theory the operator A,, with p as in (7.1 l), is treated as being an 
operator of order r, so we get instead an error term of order O(1d-2a). 
As far as we know, Theorems 7.4-7.12 were not known before for Weyl 
operators; though, as we mentioned in the introduction, the results obtained 
by Voros in his thesis strongly suggested that a corpus of such results should 
be true. (See also the recent paper of Chazarain j6].) Theorems 7.5 through 
7.8 give particularly interesting results for small perturbations of the 
harmonic oscillator. These results are similar to those obtained by Weinstein 
[38] and Widom [42] for the Laplace operator on rank one symmetric 
spaces. 
8. THE ODD PART OF THE METAPLECTIC REPRESENTATION 
As we saw in Section 3 the transform M: S(R”) + Cco(0) maps the space 
of odd Schwartz functions, Sodd(Rn), t in o zero. We will describe in this 
section a transform similar to M which is injective on S,&R”). Let X be the 
580/42/2-l 
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Lagrangian Grassmannian, let A be a Lagrangian subspace of R”’ and let x 
be the point on X corresponding to A. We recall that the canonical bundle, 
E + X has, by definition, A as its fiber at x. The line bundle, O*, has as its 
fiber at x a one-dimensional subspace of S*(R”), namely: 
O,* = {f E S*(R”), dp(v)f = 0 for all u E A}. (8-l) 
(See (2.42).) Let E’ be the vector bundle over X whose fiber at x is R*“/A. 
The symplectic form (2.1) gives a non-singular pairing 
(R’“/A) x A --t R; 
so we can identify E’ with the dual bundle of E. For the moment, leaving x 
fixed, consider the map 
0; @ R”’ -+ S*(R”) 
sending f @ u into dp(u)J By (8.1) this map factors through a map: 
0; @ RZn/A + S*(R”); 
so we have proved: 
LEMMA 8.1. For each x E X there is a canonical injective mapping 
0; @ E; + S*(R”). (8.2) 
Let f be an element of S(R”). Since S(R”) and S*(R”) are in duality, for 
each x the transpose of the mapping (8.2) assigns to f and element f”(x) of 
0, @ E,. We will prove 
LEMMA 8.2. f”(x) depends smoothly on x. 
Proof. Let {e, ,..., e,, fi ,..., f,} be the standard basis, (2.1), of R’“, let A, 
be the Lagrangian subspace of R2” spanned by {fi ,..., f,} and let x1 be the 
point of X represented by A i. Let B be the distinguished open subset of X 
consisting of all points which are in general position with respect to x,. 
Without loss of generality we can assume in Lemma 8.2 that x is in b. If A 
is a Lagrangian subspace of R*” transversal to A 1 then it has a unique basis 
of the form 
ei -C aij.f;.3 aij = Uji, 1 <i, j<n; (8.3) 
and, by Proposition 2.6, the aij’s form a system of coordinates b. Moreover, 
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by Proposition 2.9 0” has a canonical trivialization over B which, in terms 
of the coordinates above, is given by 
(Here x1 ,..., x, are coordinates on R”.) If A is transversal to A, the basis, 
{f, ,..., f,}, projects onto a basis of Rzn/A, and this gives us a trivialization of 
E’ over b. In terms of these trivializations the mapping (8.2) at the point 
x E 0 corresponding to the Lagrangian space (8.3) is given by 
Therefore if f E S(R”) and x E @, 
f#(x) = ~fi#(XLfR(X)l~ 
x f(x, ,..., x,) dx, ..a dx, (8.4 ) 
as a function of the coordinates, aij, on 0. It is clear that (8.4) is a smooth 
function of the alis; so the lemma is proved. Q.E.D. 
Given f E S(R”) we will denote by M, f the section f # of 0 @ E. This 
defines for us a transformation 
M, : S(R”) + Cm(@ @E). 
The following is easy to deduce from the explicit formula (8.4) for M,. 
PROPOSITION 8.3. M, is continuous with respect to the standardfunction 
space topologies on S(R”) and C*(@ @E). Moreover, the kernel of M, is the 
subspace S&R”) of Schwartz space. 
It is not hard to show that M, satisfies the same kinds of Sobolev 
estimates as M (see Section 4) and has the same microlocal properties. (See 
the end of Section 3). However, there are some difficulties involved in 
extending the results of Sections 6 and 7 to M,. In particular in Section 7 
one needs analogues of (7.2)-(7.12) for operators on vector bundles; and, 
even for pseudodifferential operators operating on vector bundles, the 
analogues of Theorems 7.2-7.12 are extremely complicated. Fortunately the 
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only operators involved here have, so to speak, “characteristics of constant 
multiplicity”, and for such operators, Theorems 7.2-7.12 have fairly 
straightforward generalizations. Nevertheless the task of writing down the 
details is tedious, and we will postpone it for later. 
9. WEYL OPERATORS AS TOEPLITZ OPERATORS 
There are several methods for “compactifying R”” so as to preserve some 
vestiges of the Heisenberg picture. The simplest method, due to Weil, was 
touched on briefly in Section 1. It consisted of imbedding L*(R”) into 
L2GK+m c-G+, being the Heisenberg roup and r a lattice subgroup. A 
second method (the method we have been advocating in this paper) consists 
of realizing L&JR”) and L&(Rn) as sub-induced representations of Mp(n). 
A third method, due to Roger Howe, will be outlined in this section. 
Involved in it are the theory of Toeplitz operators in n dimensions and the 
Fock realization of the Stone-Von Neumann representation; so we will begin 
with a brief discussion of both these topics. 
Let W be a compact, strictly pseudoconvex domain of dimension 2n with 
smooth boundary. Let r be a smooth function on W with r > 0 on Int W, 
r = 0 on a W and dr # 0 near a W. Let j: 3 W -+ W be the inclusion map, and 
consider the one-form a = j* Im %. It is known that a is a contact form on 
aw, that is, 
a A (da)“-’ (9-l) 
is nowhere zero on a W. We will denote the form (9.1) by v. Associated with 
v is a measure on a W which we will denote by v as well. Let L* = L’(a W, v) 
and let H be the closure in L2 of the space of C” functions on aW which can 
be extended to holomorphic functions on W. H is called the space of Hardy 
functions on a W and the orthogonal projection 71: L2 + H is called the Szego 
projector. It is not hard to show that 71 maps P(aw) into P(aw). An 
operator T: P(aW) + C”(aW) is called a Toeplitz operator of order k if it 
can be written in the form nQn where Q is a pseudodifferential operator of 
order k. It is shown in [4] that the set, 6, of Toeplitz operators forms a ring 
under composition. (This fact is not at all obvious.) 
Let Z be the subset 
{(x,t-),r=ta,,t>o} (9.2) 
of T* aW, a being the one-form defined above. Z: is a symplectic submanifold 
of r” aw, i.e. the restriction to it of the symplectic form on T* aW is non- 
degenerate. Given a Toeplitz operator, T = nQ7c of order k, we will denote by 
o(T) the restriction of o(Q) to Z, where u(Q) is the leading symbol of Q. It is 
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shown in [4] that this definition is unambiguous, i.e., if Q, and Q2 are kth 
order pseudodifferential operators on 8W and nQ, n= 7rQzn; then u(Q,) and 
a(QJ take the same values on Z. 
In this article we will be particularly interested in the case where W = B = 
the unit ball in C” and S = k?B = the unit 2n - 1 sphere. The group, ,SU(n), 
acts as a group of symmetries of aB; so in particular it acts as a group of 
unitary operators on the Hardy space, H. It also acts as a group of 
automorphisms of the algebra of Toeplitz operators in the same way that 
Mp(n) acts as a group of automorphisms of the algebra of Weyl operators. 
(See Section 6.) Since SU(n) is simply connected, its double cover in Mp(n) 
contains .SU(n) a its connected component; so sU(n) acts on L*(R”) by the 
metaplectic representation. We will show that L*(R”) and H are isomorphic 
as sU(n) modules, and that there is, in fact, a more or less canonical 
isomorphism between them. The best way to see this is by means of the Fock 
model of the Stone-Von Neumann representation, which we will now 
describe. 
Let F, be the space of polynomial functions on C”. Given fi, fi E F, let 
(f,, f2) = (i/2)“,/ f,f2e-(rvr) dz d.5 (9.3) 
(Here (z, w) is the standard Hermetian form on C”: (z, w) = zi W, + ..a + 
z,W,.) We will show that the Heisenberg commutation relations can be 
represented in a particularly simple way on F,. To see this let X, ,..., X,,, 
Y * ,‘.., Y,,, 2 be the standard basis of the Heisenberg algebra; i.e., 
[Xi, Yi] =- [Y,,X,] =z 
and all other cornmutants are zero. Let Z: = Xi - &I Yi and Z; = 
Xi + fl Yi. Then the representation in question, call it 6, is completely 
specified by requiring that 
fi(Z;) f = -C?/C?Zif: 
(9.4) 
We leave it as an easy exercise for the reader to corroborate the following 
facts: 
(i) p is a representation of the Heisenberg commutation relations. 
(ii) p is algebraically irreducible. 
(iii) The Xi’s and Yls are represented by operators which are skew- 
adjoint with respect o the inner product (9.3). 
Let F be the Hilbert space completion of F, with respect o (9.3). It is not 
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difficult to show that b is the infinitesimal version of an irreducible represen- 
tation, p, of Xn+ i on F and that this representation is the Stone-Von 
Neumann representation in a non-standard guise. We refer for example to 
[36] for details. It follows that F is not only a representation space for the 
Heisenberg group but for the metaplectic group as well. In particular since 
sU(n) is a subgroup of the metaplectic group, it acts metaplectically on F. 
As one might expect this action is the obvious one: if A E sU(n), the 
metaplectic action of A on F sends f E F to f, E F, where 
f,(z) =fWz). (9.5) 
We now define a unitary mapping U: F + H as follows. For each multi- 
index, a, define 
Y, = IIf llF/llZU IIH (9.6) 
and set Uz” = ydzn, restricted to LB. It is easy to see that if a and /3 are 
distinct multi-indices, zn and zb are orthogonal both with respect o the inner 
product (9.3) and the standard Lz inner product on aB; so it is clear that U 
is unitary. It is also clear from (9.5) that U is an isomorphism of SU(n) 
modules. Given a Weyl operator i? F,, -+ F we will denote by T the operator 
UTU-‘. The following theorem is due to Roger Howe: 
THEOREM 9.1. If T is a Weyl operator of order k, T is a Toeplitz 
operator of order k/2. Moreover, the map T + F is an isomorphism of the 
algebra of Weyl operators onto the algebra of Toeplitz operators. 
Proof: Following Howe we will sketch the proof for the special case 
when T is a polynomial differential operator (as in Section 1) and hand-wave 
the general case. We will need: 
LEMMA 9.2. Let y, be as in (9.6) and let k = Jul. Then 
y;= 1/2(k+n- l)!. 
Proof: Let f be the function obtained by “averaging” the function Iz” 1’ 
with respect o the group, SU(n). It is clear that the integrals 
I awfW~ and (i/2)” 1 f(z) e-(rvz) dz dF (9.7) 
are equal to the same integrals with f replaced by ( zd I*. However, f(z) is a 
polynomial in the variables z and f which is homogeneous of bi-degree (k, k) 
and is SU(n) invariant; so it has to be a constant multiple of (~1’~. Therefore, 
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the ratio between the two integrals, (9.7), is equal to the same ratio with f 
replaced by lzlZk (which is the ratio between 
,.Zk+Zn-1,-r=& (9-g) 
and one.) Making the substitution r* = s, (9.8) becomes 
112 a skin-l e-’ ds, 
1 0 
which is 1/2(k + n - l)!. 
Consider now the element 
Q.E.D. 
A=-- $ Zj’Z,: 
j=l 
(9.9) 
in the universal enveloping algebra of the Heisenberg group. We will also 
denote by A the operator p(A) on Fo, where fi is as in (9.4). By (9.4) this 
operator is just 
so by Euler’s identity 
Az”=)alza (9.10) 
for every multi-index, a. For 0 < t Q 2n let G,: B -+ B be the mapping 
Gt(z l ,..., z,) = (eifzl ,..., e”z,). 
This mapping induces a one parameter group of unitary operators G,#: 
H + H. Let D be the infinitesimal generator of this group. Being the 
restriction to H of a first order differential operator on Cm(i3B), D is a 
Toeplitz operator of order one in the sense described above. We will show 
that 
Dza=lalzn. (9.11) 
Proof. By definition G,*z” = e iflal~a. Differentiating with respect o f and 
setting t = 0 we get (9.11). Q.E.D. 
As a corollary of (9.11) we get 
D =d: (9.12) 
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Proof: For every multi-index a, d;” = Dz” = Jai z” by (9.10). Since the 
za’s are an orthogonal basis of H, (9.12) follows. Q.E.D. 
Let M, be the operator, “multiplication by za,” on F, and Mb; the 
corresponding operator on H f7 CY’(aB). Since M, =p((Z’)“), it is a Weyl 
operator of order Ial whereas Mb, is a Toeplitz operator of order zero. We 
will establish the identity: 
ti,=M& ; (D+j+n- 1)lj2. (9.13) 
j=l 
Proof of (9.13). By definition 
A,zB= lJhf,u-‘24 = (y,+/&Jz”+! 
By Lemma 9.2 
so, by (9.1 l), bot sides of (9.13) operate in the same way on the basis 
vectors, z”, of H. Q.E.D. 
The special case of Theorem 9.1 which we intend to prove here follows 
easily from (9.12) and (9.13). The right-hand side of (9.13) is a Toeplitz 
operator of order I a[/2; so Theorem 9.1 is established for T = p((Z’)“). 
Since the Zf’s and their transposes, the Z;‘s, generate the universal 
enveloping algebra of en+ i, Theorem 9.2 is true for T an arbitrary 
polynomial differential operator. Q.E.D. 
We will now show that the map T -+ ? behaves very nicely at the symbol 
level. As we pointed out above, the symbol of a Toeplitz operator lives on 
the set, Z, of (9.1). For W = B this set is a ray bundle over the 2n - 1 sphere 
S = 8B. Let Z, be the subset of Z on which a(D) = 1. It is clear that there is 
a canonical identification of this set with S. 
The symbol of a Weyl operator, on the other hand, lives on R2” - {0} 
which is a ray bundle over the intrinsic 2n - 1 sphere: S = (R2n - {O})/R+. 
Let (R2”), be the subset of R2” - {0} on which a(d) = 1. It is clear that there 
is also a canonical identification of this set with S, i.e., there are canonical 
identifications 
S z (R2”), s 2,. (9.14) 
THEOREM 9.3. Let T be a Weyl operator and T the Toeplitz operator 
corresponding to it. Then the symbol of T restricted to (R’“), is identical with 
the symbol of F restricted to Z, providing we make the identifications (9.14). 
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Proof: For T = M, this follows immediately from (9.12) and (9.13). 
Note that the right-hand side of (9.13) has the same leading symbol as 
wP”** 
Concluding Remarks 
I. It follows from Theorems 9.1 and 9.2 that the Weyl theorem, the trace 
theorem, the clustering theorem etc. of Section 1 are special cases of 
theorems about Toeplitz operators. (See [4].) Surprisingly, the Toeplitz 
versions of these theorems seem to be true without any parity restrictions. 
(However, it is more than likely that parity problems are lurking around at 
the subprincipal symbol level. As we showed in Section 7 the subprincipal 
symbol of a Weyl operator is two degrees of homogeneity less than its prin- 
cipal symbol.) 
II. Since the Hardy space, H, is unitarily equivalent o the Fock space, 
F, it is a representation space for Mp(n). Mp(n) seems to act in a rather 
curious way on this space, namely as a group of Fourier integral operators. 
We know of one other instance of such a “Fourier integral representation.” It 
is a representation of SO(4, 2) on L2(S3) and is of considerable interest in 
physics. See [29]. Strangely enough, it too seems to be associated with the 
minimal nilpotent orbit of a simple Lie group. (See the comments at the end 
of Section 1.) 
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